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Liberty University, Lynchburg. Va.

Tuesday, February 21,1995

INSIDE:

FREE CAR WASH:

Students

and faculty members joined together for a
free car wash in the parking lot of
DeMoss Hall, Saturday. The wash was
held by the Office of Minority and
Internatonal Students as part of Black
History Month. Page 3.

STUDENT

FOR

Miss USA:

TRIES
LU senior

and Miss Virginia Susan Robinson wasn't
crowned Miss USA a few weeks ago, but
the competition wasn't useless, as
Robinson gained a 'peace that passes all
understanding.' Page 3.

MODULAR

BUSINESS

COURSE:

Worried about making the transition between the classroom
and the boardroom? A new course offered through Liberty's
School of Business might alleviate those fears. This modular
marketing program is designed to teach the practical side of
the business world. Page 4.

GETTING A LIFE: Spring is the time for weddings — and springtime is getting pretty close. If you're a
student far from home who's trying to plan a wedding, this
week's Life! page may be just what you need. It includes an
article on how some LU students are preparing for their
happy nuptials. Page 6.
WEDDING SECTION: Love is in the air—and
now it's on the Champion's pages as well. If you have
friends who recently became engaged, check for their pictures in this week's special pull-out section. Pages 7-10.
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By ANDREW LYONS
Champion Reporter

In an attempt to defend the
life of the unborn, Students
Active Against Abortion traveled to Greensboro, N.C.,
Friday, Feb. 10, to protest a
fund-raiser held by a chapter
of Planned Parenthood.
"We all lined up all the way
down the steps, holding signs
and singing Christian songs,"
said
SAAA
Operations
Director Carrie Wiser.
The anti-abortion Action
League of Greensboro provided room and board for the
SAAA members for Friday
and Saturday night.
"They epitomized Jesus'
love not only in giving us
lodging and food but also in
their pro-life movement," said
SAAA Community Outreach
Director Sue Smith.

SAAA members stood outside the Piedmont Women's
Center, an abortion clinic,
from 7 to 9 a.m. Saturday,
where they held signs, prayed
and sang songs such as "Hail
Jesus, You're My King,"
"Jesus Loves the Little
Children" and "Power In the
Blood."
Around noon the students
marched for two hours around
two separate abortion doctors'
neighborhoods.
"We were totally relying on
the Holy Spirit to speak
through us to touch people's
hearts. We walked 20 feet
apart holding signs without
speaking to anybody. Sometimes silence speaks louder
than anything," Weiser said.
Saturday night the students
spoke to Hunter Hill Baptist
See SAAA, Page 3

FIGHT FOiR THE UNBORN — SAAA members are getting involved in more activities this year, including the March for Life earlier in the month.

University streamlines repair process
By MICHELE CALLAHAN
Champion Reporter

If campus residents are
finding their leaky faucets or
broken light switches fixed a
little more quickly this semester, it's not by accident.
University Services has
implemented a computer program to better service the
requests of students.

Service requests are now
taken by an operator at extension 7650 and put into the computer. Name, room number and
nature of the situation are then
printed onto a work order and
forwarded immediately to
appropriate departments.
In the past, the process was
not so easy. "Historically, if
there was something wrong in
the dorm room, you used to go

to your RA. He would fill out
a four-part form, of which
three parts got lost in the shuffle and one of those copies
finally made it to maintenance," said Earl Sargent,
vice president of University
Services. "In the meantime,
you're frozen to death."
It occurred to Sargent that
things should be easier. "Why
can't you just make a phone

By AMY J. SAWYER
Champion Reporter

EDITORS' CORNER: Though the media often
seem biased, society is still better off with a free press.
Opinion Editor Mark Haskew argues that since the government is not perfect, it needs some form of watchdog . Also,
Editor in Chief Shannon D. Harrington gives his opinion on
the number of rights that citizens now claim. As 'rights' are
granted, freedom declines, he says. Page 5.
Society

needs animals to exist, argues opinion
writer Sarah Parshall. While animals
should not be used excessively or
senselessly, that should not preclude
them from being used at all. Page 13.

DOWNWARD SLUMP SNAPPED: The
Flames broke their six-game losing streak this week with a
70-68 victory over Winthrop in the Vines Center, Thursday.
They weren't as successful against Charleston Southern,
Saturday, losing 72-70. Page 10.
This columnist

takes this oppurtunity to analyze the NBA season — what's
happened so far and what he anticipates for the future. He
focuses on the trade between the Rockets and the Trail
Blazers. Page 10.
—by Timothy J. Gibbons

T H E FORECAST:

call?" he asked.
Sargent said he wasn't worried about getting an overwhelming influx of calls. "Are
we really about getting too
many calls or are we here to
service students?" he asked.
Besides, Sargent said he
doesn't think University
Services will receive many
frivolous calls. "After all, we
are dealing with intelligent

individuals," he said. "If your
bed isn't made, don't call me!"
The process now begins
with a phone call. There are
four switchboard operators
that can take work orders.
"When the students phone
7650 it just goes to a common
reception area. Mrs. Susan
Riddle is the main work order
See Repairs, Page 3

Check-in may
change soon

E T C . . . : The Top Ten List. The Food Dude. General
off-beat articles. This comprises the Liberty Champion's
new 'etc...' page. So, if you're interested in checking out the
a good restaurant or a new book, this is the page you should
be looking at. Page 11.

SPORTS WITH STROUT:

U.S. Postage
Paid
Lynchburg, Va.
Permit No. 136

photo by Todd Metzgar

THE MOUTH: The Liberty Champion's Person
on the Street asks, "What do you think makes a strong marriage?" Page 8.

COMMENTARY:

Nonprc
Nonprofit org.

SAAA protests in Greensboro

' " T H E N E W S ! If DeMoss seemed crowded with
high-schoolers the weekend before last, it wasn't an halluciantion. More than 200 College for a Weekenders visited
Liberty's campus to see if LU was right for them. Page 2.

LU

B

COKE IS 8K5 ON CAMPUS — Ttete battle was brought on campus to promote the
new 'contoured* bottle. More than 3,000 bottles of the $©& drink were given away.
——
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Administrators are making
concerted efforts to reduce
the hassle associated with the
check-in process with modifications that may be in place
by next year. Jay Spencer,
director of Admissions, said
he is contemplating some
changes to help the process.
To help eliminate the lines,
the school may restructure the
last College for a Weekend of
the school year, April 19-22,
Spencer said. "We're thinking
about doing some things differently in the spring.
"We're thinking about the
possibility of inviting everybody that's applied and been
accepted and confirmed to
come in early to register for
classes because by that time
all the students who are here
will have registered for their
classes for next year. So then,
we can begin working with
new students," he said.
The check-in process for
new students is usually done
through the mail, and finished
up in the latter part of the
spring or summer. By having
students come in and work
out registration and payment
in April, Spencer said they
should not have to go through
a hassle during check-in.
"Our anticipation is we can

drastically reduce the number
of lines we have for this fall,"
the admissions director said.
Of course, the changes
won't happen immediately.
"It's probably going to take a
two- to three-year process to
get it all worked out, because
you just don't change something like that overnight,"
Spencer said. "We think that
most of the students will see a
big improvement."
These changes should cut
down on how long students
have to wait in the various
check-in lines.
"The first experience that a
new student has, or even a
returning student — because
retention is one of my concerns as well — is to sit over
there for six to eight hours.
Man, I hate it," Spencer said.
Liberty is also experimenting with some form of electronic check-in, such as
through the Internet. "There's
still a lot of stuff we have to
look at, but it's February, you
know. It's not June, and we
have plenty of time to really
try to put something together
that will work," he said.
These changes will hopefully help both students and
administrators, Spencer said.
"There's nobody on administration or staff that likes working until midnight those times,"
he said. "I know I don't."

Prez discusses check-in, security with Senate
By MICHELE CALLAHAN
Champion Reporter

LU president Dr. A. Pierre
Guillennin discussed changes
in the check-in process with
the Student Senate during its
session Thursday.
"I would like to minimize,
eliminate or expedite checkin," Guillennin said.
For these changes to come
about, student cooperation is
vital, the president said.
"There are lour tilings that
students must do," Ciuillennin

said. "We will accomplish the
other part of it."
These four tilings all involve
payment of students' bills.
First, any balance from the
previous year must be paid in
full. Also, students must either
pay all or at least 50 percent of
their current bill.
11 they pay 50 percent, they
must work out a payment plan
with post-dated checks.
"Only the student who does
not meet these four assumptions would have to stand in
line," the president said.

Check-in would be reduced
to picking up a packet containing all paperwork normally
collected during check-in.
Senators also expressed frustration generated by having to
go from office to office to gather financial aid information for
the Business Office.
"We are trying to respond to
the needs of the students in this
regard," Guillennin said.
"We've instructed our computer people so that all people who
need access to your records
have that in front of them."

Guillennin and university
treasurer George Rogers also
discussed a security system the
school is investigating.
If the system is installed students who take part would be
issued a keychain with an
alann button.
"If you're in any trouble,
press this button and it shows
up in the security office. They
will send someone inunediately," Rogers said.
Voluntary sign-up to the
security system would cost
$100 per student.

The treasurer said he was
discussing the issue with the
Senate to find out how students
feel about the matter.
Some felt the system is not
yet needed at Liberty, while
others said any measure to
make the campus more secure
should be considered.
Guillennin said the meeting
with Senate was to generate
perspectives the administration
may not otherwise have.
"Students give a lot of insight
we would not normally
receive," Guillennin said.

Page 2, Liberty Champion

W e e k e n d e r s invade LU campus
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* $15,000

Fellowship

Program seeks gratltwitIng seniors — The Indiana
University
Center
mm
Philanthropy is seeking student
applicants fat lis Jane Addams
Fellowship. The program awards
each fellow $15,000 awl 12 gmdante credits. Application deadline
is Feb. 17. The center can be contacted at (317) 274-4200.
• Call to Artists — The
Lyncbbarg Fine Arts Center is
seeking submissions ibr me 28th
Annual Fine Art* Show. Any
original work created since Jam
1, 1992 Is considered. For more
information, contact Martha
Johnson at 847-5774. Entries will
be received at the Center
Satroday and Sunday, Feb. 25*26;
»Night at the Opera — The LD
Opera Workshop, ander the threeHoa of Dr. Wayne ICdrapelien, will
be performing a '"Night at the
Opera" Feb. 21,23-25. The Might
includes productions from six different operas. Each performance
starts at 8 p.m.; tickets are S4.
• FDR in Virginia — The
(Virginia Historical Society,
Richmond, will be holding this
exhibit to commemorate the 50tb
anniveTsary of Roosevelt^ death.
The program starts Feb. 18. For
more information, contact the
Society at 342-9665.
• Peace in the Middle East —
Dt Homer Bla^s, professor of hisfe»y at ED, will address the possibility of achieving peace in the
Middle East at a YMCA lecture at
2 pm.. Wednesday, Feb. 22,
•.• Sammer Camp Staff ~~ Rep: resentaiives from Sandy Cove
Ministries, of Northeast, Md.,
will visit campus Feb. 21-22.
>They wilF be set up in the
DeMoss ilall atrium to recruit
: Summer staff:
• Poetry fieritatfon ~~ On Feb.
24 there will be a special lecture
and recitation of AfricanAmerican poetry by published
poet Dr, Lonnel Johnson; The
event will be held in Pine Arts
101 a* 3 p.m.
* Fashion Show ~~ The second
annual fashion show sponsored
: by the Minority and international
Student Affairs Office will be
held in the David's Place Multipurpose Room, 7:30 pin., Feb:
24, Admission is free.
:«: March for Unity ~~ Students,
faculty and special guests ate
invited to this second annual
event. Dr. Lonnel Johnson will
speak and the Fellowship Oospel

By AMY J. SAWYER
Copy Editor

Choir will provide
music. The March starts at
10 a,m. Feb. 25 in the senior
dorm parking lot and end* at
David's Place.
• Death Brings Us Together «**
This exhibit will be presented at
the Virginia Historical Society,
Richmond, through Feb. 28. It
deals with the complex mourning
and grieving observed by
Virginians before the Civil War.
More information is available at
342-9665.
• Reality Check :— This gfOup
will appear in concert in the
Hyiand Heights Baptist Church
Auditorium, Friday, Feb. 24,
Tickets ate $5 in advance, S7 at
the door. More information is
available at 528-5556.
• Poetry Contest — The National Library of Poetry has*
announced that $24,000 will be
awarded to more than 250 North
American poets, this year. Poems
must be submitted by March 31,
1995 to the National Library p |
Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr, P.O.
Box 704-1993, Owing* Mills,
MD 21117. Poems must be 20
lines or less,
• Siding Trips — Feb. 21 is the
day of the semester's third skiing
trip and the deadline fear applications for the fourth one. The
fourth trip will be held Feb. 28.
• Late Night Activities —
Skating and Sow hockey will be
featured Friday, Feb. 24. Skating!
is $3,50, including rentals; tickets
can be purchased at Skateland of
Lynchburg. More information:
about floor hockey is available at
the Office of Student Life.

Prospective students and their
parents plunged into college life
Feb. 10-12 as LU hosted 206 students during the semester's first
College for a Weekend.
"Their parents or sponsors drop
them off on Thursday evening and
they don't see them again until
Sunday," Director of Admissions
Jay Spencer said.
"That's what we like; we'd
rather it be that way because
they're really here then, getting the
full effect of what it's like," he
said. "If they're hanging around
with Mom and Dad they're not
getting the full benefit."
In addition to visiting classes, students and their parents were given
the opportunity to attend a
YouthQuest rally Thursday night
and several workshops Friday.
Barbara Sherman, director of the
Bruckner Learning Center, conducted a 30-minute study skills seminar
and Bill Kellaris, director of
Financial Aid, talked with attendees
about availablefinancialresources.

held Saturday morning in DeMoss
Hall. "They're coming here to look
at Liberty, but Liberty is Jerry
Falwell," Spencer said. "Any
opportunity I can get him in front of
them, I will do it. He is our best
recruiter."
—Jay Spencer
Spencer emphasized that College
Director of Admissions
for a Weekend gives prospective
students an authentic view of
Each weekender also met with Liberty life.
"We don't do anything (for weekhis admissions counselor, he said.
"They talk about the application enders), really. A lot of the activities
process, what's involved and how to that are going on are going on anyapply, and what is involved to the way. So it's a typical weekend for
time they actually show up in the the students. We plan special things
for the parents so that while they're
fall," he said.
here
we get their questions
The weekenders also met with LU
answered,"
he said.
President A. Pierre Guillermin and
Spencer
said
he was surprised at
the deans of each school and college
the
number
of
confirmed students
for a question and answer session in
generated
by
the
weekend. Most
the Multi-Purpose Building Friday.
accepted
students,
he
said, wait until
"We always set up on the outskirts
the
April
weekend
to
visit campus.
of that room tables for each of the
A
majority
of
the
weekenders
that
departments and schools and colwere
here
are
eligible
to
enroll
in
the
leges. That gives them time to ask
fall;
they
were
high
school
seniors
questions of the deans and the faculor graduates, Spencer explained. "It
ty that may be there," Spencer said.
Because Chancellor Jerry Falwell was prime pickin's," he said.
Attendance at the weekend juxtawas out of town Friday, a special
posed
with Spencer's expectations so
question and answer session was

"They're coming here
to look at Liberty, but
Liberty is Jerry
Falwell."

Jay Spencer
Director of Admissions
he deemed the weekend successful.
"Based on the conversations with
the parents while they were here
and parents since they've gone
home and called back, I think it was
done very well. They were very
impressed with the student body.
They were impressed with the staff
that worked with them," he said.
"Maybe we put our best foot forward when they're here, but I like
to think they saw what's typical.
I've gotten a lot of good feedback."

Women join in club to minister to others
By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Copy Editor

Women who are planning to go
into a ministry of some sort now
have a club on campus.
But Chi Alpha isn't only for religion and biblical studies majors,
said Aimee Karpenko, the club's
student coordinator.
"We are a club for women of any
major, such as psychology, education, etc., because even these are a
form of ministry," Karpenko, a
senior, said.

The purpose of the group is to
provide LU female students with
another opportunity to fellowship,
to pray and to encourage each
other, Karpenko explained.
"We try to meet the needs of
women on campus through these
means," the coordinator said.
Students already participating in
the club said that it is a positive
experience.
"Chi Alpha is a wonderful chance
for young women who love Jesus to
come together for fellowship,
prayer and ministry opportunities,"

junior Linda Simmons said. "My
desire is to know Jesus more. Chi
Alpha has helped me to do that."
Members of the group said they
also want to help others know
Jesus more.
"Christ did not die for me alone,
but for the world. Chi Alpha gives
me an opportunity to share what
Christ has done — not just for me,
but for others as well," junior
Jessica Syndner said.
Not only does Chi Alpha attempt
to encourage its members, but it
also reaches out to people in the

Lynchburg community.
"We are not huge in numbers,
but we're interested in ministry.
No one ministers to the entire
group; we minister to each other,"
Karpenko said.
Chi Alpha plans to support a missionary, send encouragement notes
to students experiencing hardship
and join the Shepherd's Club in its
nursing home visitation program.
Meetings of the club are held
every two weeks in RH 102 at 7
p.m. The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, Feb. 28.

•The tipper Rnem — Kerygma
Child wdl rock the house at this
"positive alternative to tbe bar
scene,",Saturday, Feb. 25. Doors
open at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. for
the College Night. Tickets are
available for $5 at New Life
Books and DeMoss Hall the
week of the show. More Information is available at 847-2487; :
• Have a Ball — A pool, table
tennis and foosball competing
sponsored by Student Life will he
held each Saturday in February.
All competitions take place in
David's Place, Participants must
sign up by 6 pjn. in the manage
er's office.

Because stuff * happens.
^ H e y t h i s i s c o r p o r a t e A m e r i c a . W e h a v e t o k e e p it c l e a n .

• Con vocation Schedule
Q Wed., Feb. 22: Dr. Falwell
0 Fri., Feb, 24: Rev. Mike
Hailey
Q Moo., Feb. 27: Dr. A. Pierre:
Gultiennin

To place ioforaauon in The Ear, drop notices off at the CbarapJoo office,
DeMoss Hall IB. All information should he in aa envelope marked "The Eat,
c/o Van Gogh, Liberty Champion." Pleas* submit information at least two
weeks In utivancc ul an event.

.

VISA

RUN OUT OF IDEAS ON WHERE
TO FIND A GOOD JOB?

f

-^000 l??vr

Come see Brewer Personnel. Positions
available. Students who need to earn extra
money call now for an interview. 385-0123
Lynchburg and 369-WORK
AltaVista
^ '
I

Sbl.8

Iff 969
BBI2/96 C¥
A. ItELLOF
Jik.

UPLUS

tihttotu

PfifttAV.*/

l t 's

everywhere
-ycru -want to be.

MINDBOGGLE
PLAY

Free at

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 3-1-95 Sun. - Thurs. only

Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199B
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LU GOP votes for state officers
Woodsin ticket for chairman,"
Wallace said.
Champion Reporter
As for a conservative chairman,
Liberty's
wish
came
true.
Seven of Liberty University's
Woodsin, from William and Mary,
College Republicans participated in
is the new chairman for the College
statewide elections at the College
Republican Federation of Virginia.
Republican Federation of Virginia,
The winner of first vice chair,
held in Richmond on Saturday, Feb.
however, was not the conservative
4. live slate officers were elected.
choice. Ty Cobb, from James
Three of the most competitive
Madison University, is the newly
positions — chairman, first vice
elected official for that position.
chairman and second vice chairman
Tom Galati, running on mi inde— each receive one vote in the
pendent ticket, is now second vice
Slate Central Committee.
"They gel one vote each on the chairman.
The races for correspondence
State Central Committee; that's
secretary and recording secretary
why they are so highly contested.
were not contested.
They vote on policies set forth in
The new chairman has already
the state," said Sarah Wallace,
asked for Liberty's help. "Woodsin
chairman of the Liberty CRs.
has asked us to provide him with
"This is the first time Liberty has
the name of someone for the fifth
participated in the statewide elecdistrict representative.
tions since rechartering," Wallace
"Liberty is the only school near
said. Being new to the process, the
that district," Wallace said.
elections were of special concern to
Woodsin will appoint someone for
LU members. "I wanted to vote for
this position at the next Federation
the person who could best represent
meeting in two weeks.
the College Republican Federation
Although seemingly successful
of Virginia," Cara Crosby, a voting
and perhaps educational, the conCollege Republican member, said.
vention may have had its pitfalls.
While trying to determine which
Chris Gcrgen, a new College
candidate most clearly represents
Republican member was not qualithe views of members from Liberty,
fied to vote at this convention, but
College Republicans heard from
some campaigners. "Two of the went along "to observe how the
College Republican Federation
guys running came to our meeting
works and how they're set up and
and spoke to our members,"
take a look at their stances."
Wallace said.
Gergen did consider the trip an
The 12 votes cast by Liberty were
educational
experience, yet not
in support of the conservative canwithout
its
problems.
didates. "The (Chris) Woodsin tick"I think it could have been run a
et is conservative. They are in step
little
bit smoother. It was a litUe
and more aligned with Pat
hectic."
Gcrgen said.
McSweeney. We supported the
By MICHELE CALLAHAN

photo by Duane Likens

MULTI-TALENTED WORKERS — Deans Greg Dowell
and Mark Hine help scrub cars during a free car wash.

Deans wash cars
Chilly temperatures and gray
skies did not prevent the Minority
and International Affairs office
from sponsoring a free car wash
in the DeMoss parking lot on
Saturday, Feb. 18.
The purpose of this activity was
to serve the LU community and
the public explained, Vernita
Jones, event coordinator.
"It is also an opportunity to
make our office more visible to
people on campus," Jones
explained.
Several LU minority students
participated in this event. It was
also a family event. Dean Greg

Dowell and his wife and Dean
Mark Hine and his children also
helped to wash cars.
This is the first year the
Minority and International Affairs
office has sponsored an activity of
this nature.
"We decided to have a altitude
of a servant toward the students
and the community. It is a little
cold, but it is fun," Ivana Payne,
senior, said.
The students even took time out
to sing "Happy Birthday" to a student who came by to get her car
washed.
- Janetta Campbell

LU senior tries for
'95 Miss USA berth

pholo hv Tlmcilhv J. (JlbboW

G E T T I N G INVOLVED IN P O L I T I C S — Members of the LU
C R s were active in the North campaign last semester.
Maybe that is where Liberty
comes in. Wallace would like to see
Liberty more involved in the CRs
on the state level in the future.
"We're looking at running someone

with the Federation," Wallace said.
CurrenUy Liberty is not able to take
that final step but LU College
Republicans are hoping it will not
be long.

SAAA speaks to youth group
Continued from Page 1

crowned Miss Virginia She went on
to compete for Miss USA, Feb.10.
Champion Reporter
Although some would argue that
beauty pageants put emphasis on the
Though LU senior Susan
wrong things, Robinson disagrees.
Robinson wasn't named Miss USA
"Part of me sees the vanity in
in the recent competition, she may
have gained something almost as pageants, and yet I also see the wonderful opportunity to further my eduimportant as the crown.
Behind the bright lights and glam- cation, learn how to relate to others
our of competition, this Miss Vir- and speak in public," Robinson said.
ginia said she has gained a grasp on a "If someone wants to reward me for
being my best without having to
peace that passes all understanding.
Robinson said the competition was compromise my standards, I don't
see any wrong in that."
an opportunity to share her faith.
Robinson
credits
Liberty
"Whether I won or didn't win wasUniversity
for
the
spiritual
growth
n't important — the pageant was not
she
has
experienced
and
for
encourmy life. I just had a real peace about
the whole competition," she com- aging her to use the pageants as a
mented. "Whenever the Holy Spirit chance to polish areas in her life,
directs you to do or say something — rather than give in to pressure to
go for it! I knew I could use this as a change herself as an individual.
With only one class left before
witnessing opportunity."
graduating,
Robinson plans to pursue
Robinson began competing in
a
career
in
politics,
possibly working
pageants in high school. Five years
in
the
House
of
Delegates.
She plans
later, on Oct. 2, 1994, she was

was a great experience," Wiser said.
Part of the presentation included
Saturday night the students spoke
ideas for starting a club similar to
to Hunter Hill Baptist Church's
SAAA, Smith said. "It was very
youth group.
encouraging to talk to the young peo"We felt that God blessed our
ple. It was very refreshing," she said.
efforts. It's the first time we' ve done
That night the group presented the
any education for young people. It skit "A Child's Diary" which fea-

By CHANNING SCHNEIDER

tured an unborn baby whose mother
and father have chosen to abort. The
end of the skit presents the baby
screaming as it is being aborted.
"It was a very somber mood in
the room alter that. It presented a
side that people don't think out; the
baby has feelings," Smith said.

Repair process should go faster
Continued from Page 1

Susan Robinson
LU Senior

receptionist. I've never had anyone
say, T couldn't get through.'"
Sargent said.
Sargent said he has confidence
that his staff will 'get on' the orders
as soon as possible. "I have the
finest people around. They really
are service oriented. I want people

to use the skills she has polished during the pageant to help her prepare
for this career.
"The first few months before the
competition I was so fearful. Then
God began a work in my life and just
like Hebrews 11:6 says, I really
learned to trust God and wait for
Him. Suddenly, there were no more
sleepless nights, worry or tears," she
said. "I was so calm, not nervous. I
had found that real peace that passes
all understanding."

who gel out with a smile and service students," Sargent said.
If there is any delay in completing
a work order, the operator is able to
let students know if it is because a
part is not in slock, or if there arc
several work orders in front of the
current one. The operator can also
check if anyone else has already
called in concerning the situation.

P

"We receive approximately 15
requests for telephone repairs a day,
with only two telephone technicians," Sargent said.
Student response seems positive,
he said. 'The kids think it's great.
It's just like nx)in service. I know of
live to 10 students who have phoned
in to say it's fantastic. A few have
actually said 'thank you.'"
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FREE
8oz. Tanning Lotion
with purchase oTl
o f l month
expires March 1st

10% OFF WITH
THIS COUPON

OPEN 7 DAYS

TAN NOW FOR SPRING BREAK

AH LI'S CAFETERIA
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET - OVER 30 ITEMS

All new Hot Bulbs
Q w i • Beds sanitized • Towels provided

Chinese • American • Other Cuisine

- Over 10 years experience -

11 -3:30
Lunch

$A 75

4.

Large selection of Venus swimwear!

Fort Hill Village
239-8214
All prices include Dessert & Drink

Hottest suits for '95

3:30 - 9:00
DINNER

^ O O l ^ a ^ i b J t o d • Behind Papa

FREE Tire Rotation & Balance or $9.90* Oil Change / Lube & Filter
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Brakes
CV Joint Boot
'
(FreeInspection)
Replacement
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Brake Special
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95

$64 *
Disc or Drum
Semi Met. Pads add'l

Inspect Rotors
Resurfacing Inc.

Inspect Hydraulic
System
Some foreign cars,
trucks and vans add'l
w/coupon exp. 3-14-95
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• Front wheel drive cars
require good solid CV
joint boots to prevent
damage to expensive
CV joints

Offer good thru 3-14-flS|
p.__.-...._-.-..with purchase of a
E
Sa,i*1
I T I I M C
II D !
, c Work
T U N E - U PI
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• Free inspection
• Second Boot,
same axle

39

95*

w/coupon exp 3-14 -95

|

'Complete OEM
systems available.
Call for prices.
'Lifetime warranty
mufflers are also
available. Call for
more information.

$6995*

$

(Free Inspection)

r
U ' M M J L * AVAILABLE

Make reservations early.
J
General Service and Repair. More than just our name.

w/coupon exp 3-14-95

VA State
inspection
available

3012 Wards Road - Lynchburg 23t>-0*)02 (2 Blocks S. of River Ridge Mall)

4Cyl.$24$K>*

3 8 2 1 Old Forest Road
385-0292
Guaranteed workmanship
"Former Student"
Lynchburg's Fastest Growing Autobody

6Cyl.$3490*

24 hour towing
After 5 p.m. caU 660-0453

Computerized
Diagnostic Engine
Tune-Up

•j 8Cyl.$399()
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Laslie Auto Body

• S o n * vvit, pickup, tumvetat
u*l IW'l Lu luiK' dig)ik.•» vitYI
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I lotus: Ml- S-(>. Sal. X

Rom. 12:17
Recompense to no
man evil for evil.
Provide things
honest In the
sight of all men.
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Practical business modular hits LU
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

"It's a very practical course;
it's down-to-earth."

News Editor

While (he Career Center may have prepared their resumes and the LU dress code
may have prepared their attire, business students may not be sure of their qualifications
to enter the business world. Frank Goodwin
may have an answer to these nagging doubts.
Goodwin is the main speaker at a seminar
designed to introduce students to practical
business techniques and to prepare them for
the realities of the working world.
"It's a very practical course," he said.
"It's down-to-earth."
The $150 course is offered through the
LU School of Business and Government.
This fee pays for the course's textbook and
one credit-hour.
This is the second year Prospect, Inc.,
Goodwin's company, has offered the course
through Liberty.

— Frank Goodwin
Seminar leader
"Dr. Falwell and I have been talking
about this for a number of years,"
Goodwin said.
Last year it was funneled through the
seminary, and focused more on showing
pastoral majors how to manage a church.
This emphasis on the spiritual will be
part of the course this year as well,
Goodwin said. Scripture verses and principles are incorporated into the seminars.
"It's a management course I could
teach at any secular corporation or university," he said. "At Liberty, I bring
out the concordance."
Goodwin has had more than 30 years of

experience in the business world, including
jobs as a sales manager and a consultant.
Other speakers at the conference include a
CPA, an entrepreneur, a vice-president and
a CEO. The five instructors are all
Christians, and between them hold two
Ph.D.s, three MB As.
Goodwin said he's looking for 100 students to attend the conference this year.
And while it's geared toward business
majors, anybody can attend.
The management skills seminar will
be offered all day Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 24 and 25. Students can register
or obtain more information through
the Registrar's Office.
The February offering is part one of a
series, Goodwin said. "Next month we
have a course on marketing. A third one
next year will be on business financing," he
said. "By next year we want to offer a
three-credit-hour package."

photo courtesy of Prospect, Inc.

Frank Goodwin leads a seminar designed
IN THAT CASE, I WOULD.. .
to teach 'real-world' managment techniques

LU Honor Society
visits the elderly

'Everybody limbo!'
runs of Gilligan's Island; and
inside, sit-down volleyball.
"I think it's different and fun,"
said junior Gail Glenn.
At one point in the evening,
approximately 30 people formed a
line and began "limboing."
By SARAH POLLAK
Twisting and turning to bend themChampion Reporter
selves into pretzel-like shapes, each
The chilly air outside didn't student tried his luck at shimmying
appear to stop LU students from under the low bar.
enjoying an evening in the "tropics"
At the game's end, Brian Brown
on Saturday, Feb. 18. Students got a was named the 1995 Limbo
chance to walk on the warmer side Champion. "I used to wrestle,"
during a Caribbean Night spon- Brown said. "I think that's how I
sored by Student Life and Marriott got so flexible."
Food Services in the Reber-Thomas
Another physical challenge was a
Dining Hall.
team banana-eating contest in which
"We sponsored it for the students two people had to peal and eat a
to make their meal time at Marriott banana using only their teeth. Eric
more enjoyable," James Beck, stu- Newkurk and Julie LaLonde proved
dent director of activities, said.
to be the best at the contest.
The evening featured Caribbean
Manicotti Calypso, coconut rice,
cuisine; limbo; team banana eating baked chicken and yams topped the
contests; all-you-could-stand re- menu for the evening. "The food

Caribbean dinner
sponsored by
Student Life

By CHANNING SCHNEIDER
Champion Reporter

photo by Cheryl Kanour

HOW LOW CAN YOU GO? — Sean Cook tests the limits of his
flexibility as he scoots under the limbo bar at the Caribbean party.
was actually a little better than
usual," freshman Sandra Williams
said, "I liked the chicken the best."
For those who enjoyed the party,
there will be more student activities
to follow. The next such activity

Student Life will sponsor is a
Country Western Party in David's
Place March 31.
"The bottom line is the students,"
Beck said, "When they have fun,
(the event) is a success."

Students from Liberty's chapter
of Alpha Lambda Delta Society
opened their hearts and celebrated
a very special Valentine's Day
with the residents of Camelot
Nursing Home.
Eleven members of the freshman honorary society spent
Saturday, Feb. 12, in the nursing
home, visiting residents and playing bingo. They also served appropriate Valentine's Day refreshments — Little Debbie heart cakes
— to the residents of the home.
According to sophomore Angela
Pugh, president of Alpha Lambda
Delta, the best part of the day
came when the members handed
out red, white and pink carnations

to each of the 'iderly residents.
"One lady just started crying
and said that no one ever came to
visit and that it was so nice for
someone to think of them. It was
very special," Pugh said.
ALD is an honor society based
on academics. Freshmen with a
3.5 grade point average or above
their first year at Liberty are invited into the society.
Students who accept are inducted into Alpha Lambda Delta their
sophomore year.
All officers of the society are
sophomores, with one junior and
one senior member chosen as student advisers.
The society focuses on the academic achievements of its members and performing services for
the encouragement of others.

Liberty alumnus releases first album; 'John Kavanaugh: Symphonic'
University with the release of his
first album "John Kavanaugh:
Champion Reporter
Symphonic" this past December.
With ease and determination, his
Written and arranged by
fingers glide across a keyboard, Kavanaugh, the album resembles
transforming a piece of music into a the style of an adventure-movie
work of art.
soundtrack and consists of a driStriving in pursuit of excellence, ving orchestral score with repeating
John Kavanaugh's musical talent themes hidden throughout.
has reached beyond the admiration
"While at Liberty, I gained extenof the students of Liberty
sive experience in both writing and
By CHANNING SCHNEIDER

arranging music and discovered it
was an avenue of musical expression in which I was really interested," Kavanaugh said.
Kavanaugh began the time-consuming work on this project in
November 1993 and recorded it
periodically between the months of
January and August of last year.
Although the project at times
seemed more discouraging than

CLASSIFIEDS
If you would like to run a
CLASSIFIED AD please caU
Mrs. Elliott at 582-2128

EARN EXTRA CASH and save a
life. Donate plasma. Lynchburg
Plasma Co. Fort Hill Shopping
Center. For more information 239-0769.
PEOPLE WANTED TO WORK
SUMMER IN MYRTLE
BEACH, SC. Hiring Lifeguards
and Beach Concession Workers.
Earn Good Money while working
on the Beach!! $$ Salary plus
bonuses $$ + FREE HOUSING!!
To apply or for further information,
call / fax Sun Beach Service at
803-272-4170.
Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days $279! Includes 12
meals and 6 parties! Cancun &
Jamaica 7 nights air & hotel from
$429! Panama City 7
nights oceanview
room with kitchen
$129. Daytona
Beach, Key West, 44
Cocoa Beach, FL 7
nights from $159!
Spring Break Travel
1-800-678-6386.
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Job Opportunity - Camp
Hydaway, a ministry of Thomas
Road Baptist Church, is now
accepting applications for summer
camp counselors, certified lifeguards, bus drivers (age 21; CDL
required), etc. Please call 832-2019
for more information.
**SPRING BREAK 95**
America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas, or
Florida! 110% Lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party schedules!
(800) 95-BREAK
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATORS
needed to work flexible evening
hours with local company.
Self-confidence and a clear
professional speaking voice are the
only requirements. Call 385-0123
to schedule
^=*-n\ Hnewtii
an interview.
V J PtmoNNtl
f
Sun/ices
N*w a F##

LOOKING FOR GOOD
QUALITY AUTO SERVICE

Come Check Us Out!!

• Brakes
• Air Conditioning
• Tune Ups
• Oil Changes

• Computer Systems
• Emissions Controls
• Fuel Injection
• Suspension

Computer Diagnostics • ASE and Factory Trained Technicians

7 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!
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HIS WORD - PROCESSING Typing, business cards, flyers, certificates, resumes, charts, graphs
and special projects. Equipped
with color scanner, color printer
and many graphics. See our
coupon ad. Call Rex 237-6692.

TYPING SERVICE -resumes,
cover letters, reports, graphs,
newsletters, overheads, etc. Laser
quality printer. Professional resume
consultation available. Will
pick-up/deliver. CaU 525-2952.

EOE

239-6850
Leesville Rd. 1/4 mile West
of Waterlick Rd.
Rt. 2, Box 389A
Lynchburg, VA 24501

'Shuttle Service Available*

hopeful, Kavanaugh's hard work Beach, Va.
and continual pursuit of his vision
As far as album sales go,
led to the album's release in the Kavanaugh credited most of his sucbeginning of December.
cess to the support and interest of
Kavanaugh originally intended to the Liberty University student body.
use his album as a musical portfolio,
"I think I've gone lead,"
hoping to gain other recording Kavanaugh joked. "Sales are going
opportunities.
very good. It looks encouraging!"
Already, the album has proven
Kavanaugh came to Liberty
successful in opening the doors for University in 1990 on a full scholfuture projects. Kavanaugh recently arship to play keyboards for the
completed a soundtrack for a half- Sounds of Liberty.
hour television segment produced
Since then, he has entertained
by the Christian Broadcasting Liberty students with his talent at
Network (CBN), located in Virginia numerous church services, coffee
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Your job skills are
needed now in
Christian service!
intercristo's
Christian Placement Network will
connect vou with
job leads that will
change your world
for the better.

SPRING BREAK 95!
GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES IN THE COUNTRY TO
JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE,
BARBADOS. PARTY WITH THE
BEST! ORGANIZE SMALL
GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE!
CALL FOR INFORMATION AND
LOW PRICES. SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
BEST PART TIME JOB IN
LYNCHBURG,
TELEMARKETERS NEEDED.
EXCELLENT WAGES. $4.50S7.50/HR. TRANSPORTATION
PROVIDED. PLAN YOUR
"OWN" SCHEDULE. MINIMUM
THREE NIGHTS PER WEEK.
CALL 582-1583 OR 582-1587,
B&B PRESENTATIONS,
523 LEESVULE ROAD.

houses and convocations. Also, his
country music band, Cavern, has
made several appearances at special events.
Currently, Kavanaugh is teaching
piano lessons and playing on
Sundays for a church in North
Carolina. He can still be found on
campus on Wednesday nights playing in the service's praise band.
"John Kavanaugh: Symphonic" is
available at the LU Bookstore and
area music stores, including New
Life Books and Gifts, The Word
and Record Exchange.

CALL TOLL FREE 1 - 8 0 0 4 2 6 - 1 3 4 2
or return the coupon below
Mail this coupon to:

• Yes! Please send me more information on I
Intercristo's Christian Placement Network. I

I
I
I
I
J

Name

I

a ministry o)

CPtSOf

lntercristo
I 19303 Fremont Ave. N.
! Seattle, WA98133-3800

Address.
City/State/Zip.
Publication

1995 GEO TRACKER

Graduates
Get$400
OH From GM!
Contact Liberty student
Mike Swaney for details.
(804) 237-9400

4X4, Air Cond, 5 Speed, 15" Alloy Wheels, AM/FM Cass., $7099

=BUY NOW!!!!=

(g)CADlLLAC
Genuine Chevrolet

('return A limher Suiuhid

GM makes the cai 01 tiuck, but OBAUGH makes the deal & that makes a great deal of ditteience

Under Obaugh's Graduate Programs.

804-237-9400

O n t l n u v V f i l i l l H l"nt indufe*.

CHEVROLET • GEO • CADILLAC

i t b w li <J»v.< rm XKJUOW HA tut. taut
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WORLD
China, Tibet continue conflict
Though foes,
the countries
need each other
By JAN WONG
Associated Press

LHASA, Tibet — Li Wenwei
received a hero's sendoff when he
volunteered to work in Tibet. Amid
clashing cymbals and fluttering
flags, officials pinned a huge, red
silkflowerto his chest.
Then Li, a new college graduate
and a loyal Communist Party member, boarded a train to oblivion.
Eighteen years later, Li, a senior
official in Tibet, is desperate to
return home. His wife and son hate
Tibet and live "inland," as everyone here refers to the rest of China.
He has hit a "glass ceiling" now
that affirmative-action policies
ensure that top jobs go to Tibetans.
And he has feared for his own safety since 1989, when he helped
arrest Tibetan protesters.
"I'm glad there are so many soldiers here because I'm afraid the
Tibetans might slaughter all the
Chinese here," he said.
Li, who asked that his real name
not be used, symbolizes China's
failed Tibet policy. Worsening ethnic tensions make a mockery of

Beijing's sometimes well-intentioned but ham-fisted techniques for
winning the hearts and minds of
Tibetans. Currently, about 40,000
security troops are stationed in Tibet.
"Everything here is racial,
everything," a foreign resident
in Lhasa said.
Anti-Chinese
slogans
are
scrawled in Tibetan on a wall near a
Chinese army base. "Horses and
snakes can't live together," one
declares. "Birds and wolves cannot
co-exist," another says.
For Li, 40, the turning point
occurred during the 1989 protests
when he was pressed into emergency police duty. By day, he pistolwhipped and cattle-prodded Tibetan
prisoners. At night, he donned riot
gear and kicked in the doors to
some of Tibet's holiest monasteries.
"The monks," he said contemptuously, "were lying there asleep just
like dead pigs. We trussed them up."
But the pressure finally got to
him. "Once, our truck was surrounded by Tibetans as we loaded
on some prisoners we had just beaten. People stood around us crying. I
couldn't stand it."
Li requested a transfer back to his
old administrative job.
The tragedy, both Tibetans and
Chinese say, is that there is no obvious solution. To China, Tibet is a
heavy economic burden that it will

BRIEFS
Carter prayed for Dems
in November elections
Former President Carter disclosed Thursday that he prayed for the
Democrats to win in November and even asked the Almighty to let Newt
Gingrich and Oliver North lose.
Carter, speaking at his annual press luncheon, also advised President
Clinton that his veto power could go far in reclaiming the public's faith
in the administration.
"This is a good chance for President Clinton to come back strongly....
He's got a chance to make a good thing out of this for his own future
career," said Carter, who was defeated by Ronald Reagan in his 1980 reelection bid.

not relinquish for reasons of
history and national security. To
Tibet, China is a tyrant, but one
with cash. Without Chinese aid,
Tibet might easily slip back into
its medieval past.
Since the bloody 1989 riots and
the ensuing 14 months of martial
law, the problem seems to have
become even more insoluble.
Today, the greatest danger to
China's grip on Tibet may be not
protesting monks and nuns but the
elite group of Tibetan cadres whom
the Communists have trained.
Of Tibet's 60,000 civil servants,
70 percent are Tibetans, former
serfs, who speak Chinese and
understand the strengths and weak-

nesses of the Communist Party. This
local elite views both the exiled
Dalai Lama and the Chinese as
threats to its power.
Some Chinese officials privately
blame these nationalistic Tibetan
cadres for the sharp deterioration in
relations. Despite all that has happened, many Chinese cannot believe
that the Tibetans are not grateful.
"When all is said and done, the
Tibetans will know in their hearts
what is true, whether our intentions
were good," said Fang Li, a Chinese
official who has worked in Tibet for
32 years. "Did we oppress them?
Exploit them? Suppress them? Or
did we raise their standard of living,
guarantee them food and clothing?"

Maryland considers caning laws
Remembering the lessons he
learned over the knee of his switchwielding grandmother, Delegate
Clarence Davis hopes the threat of
caning will put an end to therisein
violent crime by young people.
The caning measure, introduced
Wednesday by Davis, Baltimore
Democrat, has drawn unexpected
support and elicited a strong
response in Maryland, even if such
an unorthodox measure has a dim
chance of passing the Assembly.
The probable path of the bill — a
quiet death in an Annapolis committee — might have been veered

by the words of Baltimore Mayor
Kurt Schmoke.
"I think it ought to get a serious
hearing," the mayor said. "Citizens
are saying there needs to be a change
in the way our criminal justice system is approaching some problems.
We have too many young people
who are thumbing their nose at the
system and saying they don't care."
"It is very clear we can't continue
to use just the tools we have now,"
Schmoke said. "There is a need for
some new dimensions on the punishment side. Whether it's caning or
not is something that ought to be

discussed."
Gov. Parris N. Glendening had
no position on the bill, but others
responded forcefully.
"We think this is the most barbaric piece of legislation to ever go
before the General Assembly," said
Gloria Goldfaden, director of
People Against Child Abuse. "It's a
terrible embarrassment to the state
of Maryland."
Victims rights activist Roberta
Roper, whose daughter was murdered in 1982, said caning sends the
wrong impression.
"It teaches control and punish-

ment," she said. "I don't think
physical punishment is the proper
response."
"It's always been an easy answer
to blame the kids," Goldfaden said.
"It's more difficult to blame adults
for the problems of our society."
Others said they are frustrated
with the blame-society approach.
"People are sick andtiredof seeing criminals slapped on the wrist,
so maybe a slap on the rear would
get their attention," said Ellen
Sauerbrey, an anti-crime conservative who ran unsuccessfully for
governor last year.

PLO to continue talks w i t h Israelis
By KARIN LAUB
Washington Times

JERUSALEM — PLO Chairman
Yasser Arafat rejected an Israeli
proposal to expand Palestinian selfrule authority to the West Bank
town of Jenin because Israeli troops
would remain there.
But a senior Palestinian negotiator said the PLO is ready to compromise and accept a gradual Israeli
troop withdrawal from West Bank
towns, signaling an end to the
months-long impasse in the IsraelPLO autonomy talks.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
delayed the West Bank withdrawal
because he thought Mr. Arafat did
not do enough to foil attacks by
Islamic extremists, who have killed
56 Israelis since October.
The Muslim militant group
Hamas threatened reprisals against
Palestinian security forces if more
Hamas supporters are arrested in

the Gaza Strip.
Hamas, the leading opponent to
the Israel-PLO peace accord, also
claimed it has obtained anti-tank
missiles and would fire them into
Jewish settlements and army posts
infiveattacks.
Arafat, under pressure from
Israel to crack down, arrested
scores of Islamic militants in the
past two weeks. Out of some 200
initially rounded up, about 50
remained in custody Friday,
Palestinian police officials said.
"We agreed that the withdrawal
and elections would take place in
July, and now we're in February
and nothing has happened," Arafat
said during an impromptu speech at
noon services in a Gaza City
mosque.
Rabin made the "Jenin first"
offer during a meeting Thursday
with Mr. Arafat.
Rabin told Arafat he could
administer the town of 50,000 in

The Cutting Crew
$2.00 OFF
Hair Cut
Reg. $12.00
with coupon

the northern West Bank while the
two sides step up talks on an overall troop pullout and Palestinian
general elections.
"Of course, I said no to him,"
Arafat said, referring to Rabin's
proposal. "I asked him: 'Why?
Do you think I'm a mayor?' I can
run Jenin from here or from any
other place."
Arafat was alluding to the influence he exerts, through local PLO
activists, in West Bank towns still
under occupation.
The Israelis apparently chose
Jenin because there are no Jewish
settlements near it.
Media reports in recent weeks
have said that an Israeli troop with-

drawal likely would start in Jenin
and the biblical town of Bethlehem,
south of Jerusalem.
Arafat now controls the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank biblical
town of Jericho.
Mr.
Arafat met Thursday
evening and Friday morning with
diplomats from the United States,
Russia and Europe and asked them
to exert pressure on Israel, said
Arafat aide Marwan Kanafani.
But senior negotiator Ahmed
Qureia, the economics minister,
said the Palestinians will settle for a
gradual, rather than a simultaneous,
troop pullout as long as it is accompanied by a timetable and doesn't
last longer than three months.

Tourists flock to Carter's
Georgia Sunday School
PLAINS, Ga. — Former President Carter's Sunday school class at
Maranatha Baptist Church is one of the biggest tourist attractions these
days in his southwestern Georgia hometown.
The church has just 130 members, but it was host to 3,700 visitors in
1994. The parking lot was recently expanded to accommodate more
buses and vans.
Jack and Gwen Hutchison of Thamesford, Ontario, stopped by on a
recent Sunday during their annual camping trip through the South.
"President Carter is honest and down to earth," Hutchison said. "And
we like the music here."
Carter has been teaching Sunday school at Maranatha since he joined
the church 12 years ago. He teaches about 75 percent of the scheduled
class days, and the nearby Jimmy Carter National Historic Site distributes his schedule.
The class is held in the church sanctuary, which seats 275 but can be
expanded with folding chairs.
The church doesn't mind all the visitors, said Nelle Ariail, the wife of
Maranatha's pastor.
"We just consider we're doing a ministry of hospitality," she said.

Caught cyberthief's
phone access curtailed
RALEIGH, N.C. — A man accused of cracking security on some of the
nation's most protected computers was held without bond Friday and his
access to the key tool of cybertheft — phones — was sharply limited.
Kevin D. Mitnick, charged Wednesday with computer fraud and illegal
use of a telephone access device, may speak by phone with his attorneys,
his mother and his grandmother — but marshals or jailers must place any
calls, said U.S. Magistrate Wallace W. Dixon.
"Those phone calls will be monitored," Judge Dixon added.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John S. Bowler said afterward that the public
needs protection. All of Mitnick's alleged crimes "involved use or access
to telephones," he said.
Prosecutors say the man described as the nation's most-wanted compu
er infiltrator used commandeered cellular phone circuits to raid corporate
computer systems and steal information worth more than $1 million,
including at least 20,000 credit card numbers.

GOP property bill advances
Legislation requiring the government to compensate private property
owners for financial losses as a result of federal regulations is another
step closer to House approval.
The measure, part of the Republicans' "Contract With America" agenda, cleared the Judiciary Committee by a voice vote Thursday. Floor
action is expected this week. The bill would require compensation from
a federal agency if its regulations reduce the value of a property by at
least 10 percent.
The proposal, backed by GOP conservatives, is likely to prompt heated debate. Eighteen Republican lawmakers recently voiced concern
about the broad nature of the compensation requirement and the measure's potential government cost.
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PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
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'Animal flicks'
out to scar the
American family

T

his column is about ants. I chose
this topic because I am two days
past my deadline. I'm sure that sentence
did not make sense to you at all, so I will
attempt to explain everything to you in
full detail, while at the same time meeting my required word count.
It all began about three hours ago, at
this very same computer monitor, in the
very same Champion office. I was staring blankly at a blank screen because my
mind was — yes, you guessed it
MENSA members, — blank. Without
warning, the (~) sign MOVED. I
freaked. First of all, I didn't even know
the keyboard had a (~) sign. I mean,
what is (-)? Have you ever thought
about it? Well, another time...another
column.
Anyway, it wasn't the (~) sign moving
at all, but a tiny ant, all by itself, far from
home, like the Disney movie. By the
way, Animal Flicks are number one on
my "Movies I Will Never See, Even If
They Only Cost A Dollar" list. Why?
Because for a movie plot to be successful, it needs conflict, right? What conflict can a dog, cat, horse, seal or whale
experience that's even halfway realistic?
Stay with me, here:
• You can't create conflict by killing
off one of its relatives —it doesn't care.
PETA members, I'll deal with you later.
• You can't take away its farm if it
doesn't pay its taxes — it doesn't care.
• You can't give it a bad haircut and
send it school to deal with the taunts of
other children — it doesn't care.
That just leaves one avenue of conflict
left unexplored. Pain. The more pain the
animal suffers, the more money the
movie seems to make. Remember Old
Yeller? Show me a dog that bites a bullet at the end of it, and I'll show you a
movie that will go down in history as "A
Family Classic." And that movie was
made ages ago. I can just imagine what
producers' meetings are like in the
1990's:
Scene: Smoke-filled office of major
movie studio. Various producers of successful animal flicks are sitting around
The original Lassie, after a visit to the
taxidermist, has found her final resting
place in this room. This dog hero, the
courageous canine who saved countless
friends and neighbors from the ever-present peril of farm machinery, has been
reduced to a mere doorstop.
The original Timmy stands beside her,
his facial expression still preserved in
eager expectation. It's kind of eerie. Any
second you expect him to say, "What
girl? Dad lost the keys to the tractor
again? Take me to 'em, girl!" Some good
has come out of this dire situation,
though. Timmy will never fall down
another well.
Producer One: "After the obscene
success of our last movie, we realized the
American public is willing to spend
bunches and bunches of money to watch
an animal trek across the wilderness
without food or water, while getting
roughed up by various forms of carnivores from time to time."
Producer Two: "Looks like the perfect time for a sequel."
My editor: Amy, finish your column
or die.
Hey, how did that get in there? Well,
anyway, back to the homeless ant that is
dodging my typing fingers this very
moment. In the words of my little sister,
they totally creep me out.
Uethl34u6p$&A#&ATLH:j;oiu!!!!!
Whoa! He didn't like that little comment at all, did he?
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*Jripping down th&$fasfa
Students plan their weddings
away from home
and classic," Rita said.
She has also picked out
Champion Reporter
her songs, invitations, the
f bouquets, receptions, photographers, minister and a few other
dresses, tuxedos, invitations and hon- features.
"There is so much I dideymoons do not hit the top of your to-do
list, then you're probably not a soon-to-be n't realize. I thought phobride eagerly awaiting her big day. Or you tographer, caterer and
could just be a bride who has found herself church. There is so much
lost in the maze of long distance planning more to it than that," Wendi
said.
and has just given up.
If there is so much to a wedAs three engaged LU women have
shared, much of this type of confusion can ding can it be planned by a stube overcome with a lot of common sense dent so far from home? Yes, said
Wendi, Rita and Sharleen. But, it
organization and prior planning.
"Be organized. It's the whole key. I will take a little help from loved
think that's what has made it fun," Wendi ones.
"I would say to girls, if it's a
Gibbs, an English major who is planning
wedding you're
a southern style wedding,
planning
away
said.
"Be organized. It's the
from
home,
have
One way Wendi sugwhole
key.
I
think
a
good
relationgests to keep organized is
ship with one of
to keep a record of all that's what has made
your
parents.
expenses.
it fun."
Moms
love
to
"Keep receipts of
—
Wendi
Gibbs
really
get
involved
everything. Don't expect
the places you deal with to keep receipts. in the wedding. If you keep her
We document everything, like when I call involved she can assist you in many
ways and save you the long disand who I talk to," she said.
Wendi started an organizing notebook tance calls," Wendi said.
Rita has also overcome
even before Scott Pollard, her fiance, proposed to her. Of course Wendi needed an many of the problems
organizing book early because she bought that occur when one is
her wedding dress three months before her so far from the
preparations
by
engagement.
"We have been dating five years. I knew enlisting her relatives and
jwe were getting married in June and I friends to help her out.
"I've had a sister and a sister-inwanted my Mom with me when I got my
law get married and I've been able to
dress so I bought it," she said.
For those who have not found a dress or draw on that," Rita said, adding that some
invitations or any of the other necessities, of the things they will use will be rented or
do not worry. Despite the fact that the borrowed.
Sharleen Bartholomew's organization
planned October 7th wedding date is drawing near, Rita Morgan is taking her time method falls between Rita and Wendi's
style of planning. She has her dresses and
with preparations.
"I've really got to start planning because catering taken care of and is still working
if I don't, I'll end up in big trouble," she on her invitations.
Sharleen also encourages keeping loved
said jokingly. However, Rita is one step
ahead of many women, in that she knows ones involved. "Make sure you have plenthe theme and a few of the necessary details ty of family and friends back home. That's
how all of mine is getting done," she said.
of her big day.
Sharleen, who is planning a July 29th
"We're keeping it simple. There is nothing extravagant about it. It's very elegant wedding to Carleton Newell, is having her
By KIM MATHERLEY

I

Illustration By Deborah Hoffcr

mother and some friends make her wedHowever, she has not left all the planding dress, as well as her wedding party ning until summer. She has all her
dresses while she is still attending school. arrangements down on paper.
She also has the reception, an English style
Students who are plunging into martea party, already planned.
riage this summer, or for those who have
All the other prepatory things that several more months or years to wait
Sharleen cannot do through her mother and much of this advice rings true, but as
other relatives is going to be done by Wendi pointed out it is important not to
Sharleen herself during both the spring and forget the groom-to-be.
summer breaks from Liberty.
"Go to bridal showers and take your
"That's the great thing about having it at fiance at least once. Keep your fiance
the end of the summer, I get to go home and involved. It's made the difference for me
get things ready," Sharleen said.
and Scott," Wendi said.

Romania looks to U.S. for example
MISSIONS

Christian
life in
Romania
nder Communist rule, the oppressive
Uthreatened
government and Orthodox churches
Romania's religious freedom.
Even though the Ceausescu "dynasty" was
removed after the 1989 revolution, the
Romanian government still has a stronghold on its churches. For those who refuse
to abdicate, severe torture is promised.

Christians in Romania must try to dodge
threats from the government and the
Orthodox church, which is against
Protestants and foreign evangelical missions.
Carmen Dumbravanu, a senior
from Romania, remembers the days of
communism. "Before the Revolution the
Communist party worked together with the
Orthodox church to make the other religions look bad," Carmen said. "If you're
not an Orthodox you're said to have
betrayed your country."
In addition, after the revolution in 1989,
materials in the form of aid from the West
were not given out properly which caused
rifts of jealousy between the Romanians.
This event also helped slow the growth of

Christianity.
Today many Romanians consider themselves Christians, however, according to
Carmen, few go to church on a regular
basis. "Many Romanians are baptized
Orthodox but they only go to church when
they get married," she said.
Furthermore, there is a great need for
missionaries and biblical teaching. About
90 percent of the new churches do not have
pastors. Of the churches that do have pastors, only 80 percent have had some form of
seminary training.
However, Christian Bible schools have
been set up in Romania partly by the
Romanian Missionary Society in Oradea.
There are plans to make the missionary
society into a full-fledged Christian univer-

sity which would help to train spiritual
leaders.
The need for American missionaries and
biblical teachers is especially great according to Carmen. "People in Romania look
up to Americans just because they're
Americans," Carmen said. "Many people
still look at America as paradise."
In addition, Carmen said that because of
the persecution of the Romanian
Christians, Romanians would listen to a
Christian from America rather than from
Romania.
—By Kirstin Simpson
Additional information provided by
Operation World, by Patrick Johnstone.

QJ

5 MOUTH
What do you think makes
strong marriage?
"Commitment to Christ,
patience, and a husband
who can cook."
—Shelley Hooper, Junior
Ridgeway, Va.

Trust."
—Dewayne Johnson, Junior
Richmond, Va.

"Open line of communication.'
—Tim Johnston, Junior
Orange County, Calif.

"Submission to Christ and unselfishness
toward each other."
—Staci Taunton, Senior
Stone Mountain, Ga.

"God, love, communication,
and to keep God first."
—Margaret Fanini, Senior
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

"Commitment."
—Chris Townes, Senior
Altavista, Va.

plmiu. by Laura Gaydoa
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Mr. and Mrs. Odbcr R.
Andrews of Solon, Maine,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Dulci Andrews to
Dwayne Corvin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Corvin of Pikeville,
Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Canaan Christian School in
Canaan, Maine. She will complete a B.S. degree in mathematics at LU in May 1995.
Corvin is a graduate of
Bledsoe County High School in
Pikeville, Tenn.
He is an
accounting major at LU, graduating in May 1995.
An Aug. 5, 1995, wedding is
planned in Madison, Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Adkins of Baker, Fla., announce
the engagement of their daughter
Julie Renee Casey Adkins to
Seth Thomas Sites, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert W. Sites, Jr. of
Lynchburg, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Baker High School in Baker,
Fla. She will complete a B.S.
degree in youth ministries at LU
in May 1996.
Sites is a graduate of West
Perry
High
School
in
Elliotsburg, Pa. He is a business
management major at LU, graduating in December 1995.
A July 29, 1995, wedding is
planned in Baker, Fla.

Dulci Andrews
Dwayne Corvin

Julie Adkins
Seth Sites

Sharleen Bartholomew
Carleton Newell
Mr. and Mrs. Don Warren of
Bristol, Va., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Paula Caudill to Mark Conner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Conner
of Columbus, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of John Battle High School in
Bristol, Va. She will complete a
B.S. degree in family and consumer sciences at LU in May
1997.
Conner is a graduate of
Maranatha
Christian
High
School in Columbus, Ohio. He
is a youth ministries major at LU,
graduating in May 1997.
Wedding plans have not been
made at this time.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bing of
Richmond, Va., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Laurie Bing to Sean Grogan, son
of Mrs. Carol Johnson of
Denver, Colo.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Monacan High School in
Richmond, Va. She will complete a B.S. degree in missions at
LU in May 1995.
Grogan is a graduate of Valley
High School in Pittsburgh, Pa.
An August 1995 wedding is
planned in Lynchburg, Va.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Benton of
Wilmington, N.C., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Crystal Michelle Benton to
Joseph Paul Sorenson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Sorenson of
Seminole, Fla.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of New Hanover High School in
Wilmington, N.C. She will complete a B.S. degree in biology at
LU in May, 1995.
Sorenson is a graduate of
Northside Christian High School
in St. Petersburg, Fla. He is a
chemistry major at LU, graduating in May 1995.
A Dec. 23, 1995, wedding is
planned in Wilmington, N.C.

Laurie Bing
Sean Grogan

Crystal Benton
Joseph Sorenson

Cara Crosby
Anthony Wittrien

Curry Ellenburg
Bo Crutchfield

Jeanne Delano
Barry Bain, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell File of
Lynchburg, Va., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Becky File to Aaron Moodie, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Steinmiller
of Lynchburg, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Lynchburg Christian Academy
in Lynchburg, Va. She will complete a B.S. degree in business
management at LU in December
1995.
Aaron Moodie is a graduate of
E.C. Glass High School in
Lynchburg, Va. He will graduate
in October 1995 from Nashville
Auto-Diesel College.
A Dec. 16, 1995, wedding is
planned in Lynchburg, Va.

New IU'»innin»s at The Newly Renovated

^<Ac%S> YVYV:
Lynchburg-Centrai

• Full S e r v i c e Dining Room and Lounge

Wt at uje fttertp
Champion tooulb like
to tfjank all tf)e couples tljat participate*)
in tb,e Spring 1995
engagement issue.
Congratulations on
pour engagement!

• C o m p l i m e n t a r y R o o m for B r i d e a n d G r o o m

• 260 newly refurbished sleeping rooms

• R e c e p t i o n s up to 2 2 0 p e o p l e

• C o n v e n i e n t l y l o c a t e d on R o u t e 29

• C o m p l i m e n t a r y B o t t l e of B e v e r a g e f o r t o a s t

• L a r g e s t H o l i d a y I n n in L y n c h b u r g

^

•

Honeymoon package available

Lynchburg-Centrai
3436 Odd Fellows Road
Lyncbburg, VA 2 4 5 0 1 - 5 0 1 6

For W e d d i n g R e c e p t i o n s , Rehearsal Dinner or Sleeping Room R e s e r v a t i o n s , call

804-847-4424

[
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Golden image
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Hours
Monday
10-6 pm
Tues/Wod/ Thurs. 10-8 pm
Friday
10-6 pm
Saturday
10-4 pm

Spring Break Special [
Weeks Unlimited
95

Phono (804) 237-5557
3813 Wards Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502

Hurry! Call 237-8262 For Appointment
SOT Ttwb^toke Roed {Behind McDonalds)
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RESTAURANT
1
tf*** "*^**" *" Dinner by the Lake
1

Mam's (Me ic (xwdif 9Slchm
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Catering • All Types of Cakes

Lunch 11:30 - 2:30 • Dinner at 4:30
Open Sunday ALL DAY
Daily Specials • Nightly Specials $7.95

5600 Edgewood Ave.
Lynchburg, VA 24502

RT 460 • 4 miles east of Lynchburg
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Diamonds of fine quality have a sparkle all their own. The more
perfectly and precisely the facets are cut on a diamond, the greater
the amount or light that passes through it. And the more brilliant
the results. But cut is just one of the things to look for when selecting^ diamond.
The quality of a diamond also depends on its Color, Clarity and
Carat-weight. Together, they're known as the 4C's, the important
characteristics that give a diamond its value and rare beauty. And to
understand each of the 4C's is to understand the difference between
diamonds.
Color refers to the different gradations from exceptional white
to yellowish. Clarity is the degree to which a diamond is free of
interior and exterior flaws. Finally, there is Carat-weight, the size of
the diamond.
Fine quality diamonds simply look better. Let us show you our
wide selection of fine quality diamond jewelry in settings designed
to enhance the diamond. You'll discover the difference quality makes.
LU. Students and Faculty take an additional 10% off sale prices
with presentation of school 1.1).

Jewel

The Most For Your Money.
• J The Most For

993-2475

g

FINE QUALITY DIAMONDS.
A CUT ABOVE THE REST

"Everything for the perfect wedding"

Personalized Attention 'Accept Ail Major Credit Cards
•Trained Tanning Consultants

^

Becky File
Aaron Moodie

&
1 CELEBRATION
r
BRIDAL & FORMAL

I

$19

Paula Caudill
Mark Conner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Ellenburg of Orlando, Fla.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Curry Ann
Ellenburg to Bo Crutchfield, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George
Crutchfield of Denver, N.C.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of King's Christian High School
in Cherry Hill, N.J. She will
complete a B.S. degree in elementary education at LU in
December 1995.
Crutchfield is a graduate of
East Lincoln High School in
Denver, N.C.
A June 3, 1995, wedding is
planned in Orlando, Fla.

Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Delano
of Orange, Va., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Jeanne Delano to Barry Bain, Jr.,
son of Mr. Gary Pritchard of
Rustburg, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Faith Christian Academy in
Orange, Va. She will complete a
B.S. degree in psychology at LU
in December 1995.
Bain is a graduate of William
Byrd High School in Vinton, Va.
He is currently employed by
Kerr Tire and Auto in
Lynchburg, Va.
A May 27, 1995, wedding is
planned in Lynchburg, Va.

Mr. Charles Crosby of Biloxi,
Miss., and Mrs. Sylvia Crosby of
Pennellvile, N.Y., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Cara Bethany Crosby to
Anthony William Wittrien, son
of Col. and Mrs. Jerry Wittrien
of Midlothian, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Faith Baptist Academy in
Baldwinsville, N.Y. She will
complete a B.S. degree in family
and consumer sciences at LU in
May 1996.
Wittrien is a graduate of
Grove Avenue Christian School
in Richmond, Va. He is a history major at LU, graduating in
May 1996.
An August 1996 wedding is
planned in Baldwinsville, N.Y.

Mr and Mrs. William
Bartholomew of Willimantic,
Conn., announce the engagement of their daughter Sharleen
Bartholomew
to Carleton
Newell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Newell of Clinton,
Maine.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Windham High School in
Millimantic, Conn. She will
complete her degree in psychology at LU in May 1996.
Newell is a graduate of
Canaan Christian School in
Canaan, Maine.
He is an
English major at LU, graduating
in May of 1996.
A July, 29 1995, wedding is
planned in Scotland, Conn.
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River Ridge Mall • Lynchburg, VA 24502-2216 • (804) 237-5211
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Melissa Gathman
James Gilbert
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip D.
Baltzley of Citrus Heights,
Calif., announce the engagement
of their daughter Amber Marie
Grabiec to Dana Graham Carter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Carter of Jamesburg, N.J.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Victory Christian School in
Carmicheal, Calif. She will
complete a B.S. degree in elementary education at LU in
December 1997.
Carter is a graduate of
Madison Central High School in
Old Bridge, N.J. He is a physical
education major at LU, graduating in May 1995.
A Sept. 23, 1995, wedding is
planned in Citrus Heights, Calif.

Jennifer Henry
Brent Hautle
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Jacobs of
Apollo Beach, Fla., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Justine Jacobs to Matt Halin, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hahn of
Mansfield, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of East Bay High School, in
Gibsonton, Ha. She will complete a B.S. degree in psychology
at LU in December 1996.
Hahn is a graduate of
Mansfield
Christian
in
Mansfield, Ohio. He is a youth
ministries and communication
studies major at LU, graduating
in December 1997.
A July 1, 1995, wedding is
planned in Lynchburg, Va.

Ashleigh Gomer
Timothy Dirr

Wendi Gibbs
Scott Pollard
-
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Justine Jacobs
Matt Hahn

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Henefield
of Pembroke Pines, Fla.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Cynthia Lynne
Henefield to Todd D. Cullen, son
of Mr. and Mrs. David Cullen Jr.
of Stone Mountain, Ga.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Calvary Christian School in
Baton Rouge, La. She will complete a B.S. degree in sacred
music at LU in May 1995.
Cullen is a graduate of
DeKalb Christian Academy in
Atlanta, Ga. He is a government
major at LU, graduating in May
1995.
A June 3, 1995, weddng is
planned in Lynchburg, Va.

Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Harris, Jr.,
of Virginia Beach, Va., announce
the engagement of their daughter
Katrina Harris to Steven
Lindquist, Jr. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Lindquist, Sr. of Virginia
Beacii, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of First Colonial High School in
Virginia Beach, Va. She will
complete a B.S. degree in music
education at LU in May 1995.
Lindquist is a graduate of
Green Run High School in
Virginia Beach, Va. He is a
youth ministries major at LU,
graduating in May 1996.
A summer 1996 wedding is
planned in Virginia Beach, Va.

1

Cynthia Henefield
Todd Cullen

Katrina Harris
Steven Lindquist, Jr.

Amber Grabiec
Dana Carter
Mrs. Marilyn M. Henry of
Pine Grove, Pa., announces the
engagement of her daughter
Jennifer R. Henry to Brent A.
Hautle, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Heinz Hautle of Schroon Lake,
N.Y.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Pine Grove Area High School
in Pine Grove, Pa. She will
complete a B.S. degree in communication studies at LU in May
1996.
Hautle is a graduate of Lower
Dauphin High School in
Hummelstown, Pa. He received
his degree in Graphic Arts from
the Bradley Academy of the
Visual Arts in December 1994.
An October 1996 wedding is
planned in Hershey, Pa.

Mr. Robert Gomer and Mrs.
Diane Tassone of Richmond, Va.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Ashleigh Blair
Gomer to Timothy Edward Dirr,
son of Mr Robert Dir and the late
Catherine Dirr of Washington
D.C.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Clover Hill High School in
Chesterfield, Va. She will complete a B.S. degree in psychology
at LU in December 1996.
Dirr is a graduate of Jeb Stuart
High School in Falls Church, Va.
He is a government major at LU,
graduating in June 1997.
An Oct. 7, 1995, wedding is
planned in Lynchburg.

Mr. and Mrs. Ollie Gibbs of
Colorado
Springs,
Colo.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Wendi Gibbs to
Scott Pollard, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Pollard of Atlanta, Ga.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Whittier Christian High
School in Whittier, Calif. She
will complete a B.S. degree in
English education at LU in May
1995.
Pollard is a graduate of
DeKalb Christian Academy in
Atlanta, Ga. He is a mechanical
engineering major at Georgia
Tech, graduating in June 1996.
A June 17, 1995, wedding is
planned in Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. and Mrs. Prod Gathman
of Tuckerton, N.J., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Melissa Gathman to James L.
Gilbert, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.
H. Gilbert of Chattanooga, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Pinelands Regional High
School in Tuckerton, N.J. She
will complete a B.S degree in
family and consumer sciences at
LU in May 1995.
Gilbert is a graduate of E.C.
Glass
High
School
in
Lynchburg, Va.
A June 10, 1995, wedding is
planned in Parkertown, N.J.

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hill of
Vineland, N.J., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Jennifer
Hill
to
Rick
Higinbotham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ron Higinbotham of
Bridgeton, N.J.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Cumberland Christian School
in Vineland, N.J. She will complete a B.S. degree in family and
consumer sciences at LU in May
1995.
Higinbotham is a graduate of
Arthur P. Schalick High School
in Centerton, N.J. He is a sports
management major at LU, graduating in May 1995.
A June 10, 1995, wedding is
planned in Elmer, N.J.

Jennifer Hill
Rick Higinbotham
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Martin of
Brantford, Ontario, Canada,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Loretta Jones to
Kevin O'Brien, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard O'Brien of
Oswego, 111.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of North Park Collegiate High
School in Brantford, Ontario.
She will complete a B.S. degree
in psychology at LU in May
1997.
O'Brien is a 1993 graduate of
LU and will receive his Masters
of Divinity degree from LU in
May 1996.
A July 22, 1995, wedding is
planned in Brantford, Ontario,
Canada.

Mr. and Mrs. Garland and
Cathy Hoare of Bridgeport,
W.Va., announce the engagement
of their daughter Tania Marie
Haore to Kevin Wayne Conner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale and
Mariann Conner of Columbus,
Ohio.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Bridgeport High School in
Bridgeport, W.Va.
Conner is a graduate of
Maranatha
Christian
High
School in Columbus, Ohio. He
is a youth ministries major at LU,
graduating in May 1995.
A July 22, 1995, wedding is
planned in Bridgeport, W.Va.

Tania Hoare
Kevin Conner
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Mr. Stephen Markert and Mrs.
Judy Babb of Walden, N.Y., and
Norwich, Conn., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Cindy L. Markert to Roger Allen
Kellenbenz II, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Kellenbenz, Sr., of Ridgely,
Md.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Chapel Field Christian High
School in Pine Bush, N.Y. She
will complete a B.S. degree in psychology at LU in May 1997.
Kellenbenz is a graduate of
Wesleyan Christian High School
in Denton, Md. He is an education
major at LU, graduating in May
1998.
A May 18, 1996, wedding is
planned in Preston, Conn.

Cindy Markert
Roger Kellenbenz II

Loretta Jones
Kevin O'Brien

Planning Your Wedding?
We have lots of entertaining ideas.
Indoor

Mkhelh.
F O R M A L

[Gentle Touch
Permanent \ Hair Removal

Tuxedos start at $42.95
Choose from the finest selection of Announcements,
Invitations, and Wedding Accessories.

Day & Evening Hours
Free Consultation
Sterile Probes & Gloves
517 Leesville Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502

Near Dunkin Donuts
Phone 832-1410

20% off Invitations and Accessories
Ask About Our Free Groom's Tuxedo Program

"We Guarantee Our Prices"
River Ridge Mall, F -300
3405 Candlers Mountain Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804) 239-2674

T
CUT & STYLE $15 W/ID I
HEAD
I
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Choose your own Wedding Special from
our famous designer collection!

Sharon Proffitt

I——

•
•
•
•
•

Candelabras
Champagne Fountains
Chairs
Dance Floor
Linens • Tables

Outdoor
•
•
•
•

Gazebos
Tents
Wedding Chairs
Lattice Arches

Come in today to
discuss your wedding
plans with our
party consultant.

AZTEC
RENTAL

2022 Lakeside Drive, Lynchburg, VA 385-5116

P/iaid^442fJuf &4f ctfetdef
Portraits • Weddings
•Environmental portraits or in-studio.
•By appointment only

ASK US ABOUT OUR
"STORYBOOK COLLECTION"
j}ack Jfenleti,

(004)525-3759
102 Cameron Rd. Forast. VA 24551

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Martindale
of Land O'Lakes, Fla., announce
the engagement of their daughter
Diane Martindale to Joseph
Breinig II, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Breinig of Leesburg, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Land O' Lakes High School in
Land O'Lakes, Fla. She will
complete a B.S. degree in business management at LU in May
1996.
Breinig is a graduate of
Loudoun County High School in
Leesburg, Va. He is a 1994 graduate of LU with a degree in
sports management.
A May 1996 wedding is
planned in Land O' Lakes, Fla.

Diane Martindale
Joseph Breinig II
Rev. and Mrs. James Morgan
of Statesville, N.C, announce
the engagement of their daughter
Rita Ann Morgan to Glenn Alan
Fleming, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Walter Fleming, of Statesville,
N.C.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Southview Christian School
in Statesville, N.C. She will
complete a B.S. degree in communication studies at LU in May
1995.
Fleming is a graduate of West
Iredell
High
Shcool
in
Statesville, N.C. He has a fish
and wildlife management degree
from
Haywood
Technical
College in Waynesville, N.C.
An Oct. 7, 1995, wedding is
planned in Statesville, N.C.

Kimberley Matherley
Matthew Cuda

Mr.
and Mrs. David
Matherley, Sr. of Rural Hall,
N.C., announce the engagement
of their daughter Kimberley
Dawn Matherley to Matthew
Joel Cuda, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Cuda, Sr., of Wellsboro,
Pa.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Woodland Baptist Christian
School in Winston-Salem, N.C.
She will complete a B.S. degree
in communication studies at LU
in May 1995.
Cuda is a graduate of Twins
Tiers Baptist High School in
Elmira, N.Y. He is a communication studies major at LU, graduating in May 1997.
Wedding plans have not been
made at this time.

Tamara Mitchum
Nathan Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Ondra of Elkton,
Md., announce the engagement
of their daughter Rachel Ondra
to Jason Peters, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Peters of Elkton, Md.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Elkton High School in Elkton,
Md. She will complete a B.S.
degree in music education at LU
in May 1997.
Peters is a graduate of North
East High School in North East,
Md. He is a pastoral major at
LU, graduating in May 1997.
A June 2, 1995, wedding is
planned in North East, Md.

Mr. and Mrs. Duane Omark of
Effingham, 111., announce the
engagement of their daughter Jill
M. Omark to Wayne Stiles, son
of Mr. W. Stiles and Mrs. P.
Sickmon of Syracuse, N.Y.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Centennial High School in
Champaign, 111. She will complete a B.S. degree in communication studies at LU in May
1995.
Stiles is a 1993 graduate of
LU with a degree in exercise science. He is currently working on
his teacher's certificate at LU.
A June 3, 1995, wedding is
planned in Effingham, 111.

Nicole Raimondi
David Shanton
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Duncan of
Lakeland, Fla., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Karrie Lyn Romberger to
Michael Ray Latham, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Latham of
Lakeland, Fla.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Lake Gibson High School, in
Lakeland, Fla. She will complete a B.S. degree in elementary
education at LU in May 1998.
Latham is a graduate of
Lakeland Christian School in
Lakeland, Fla. He is a pastoral
studies major at LU, graduating
in May 1995.
A July 22, 1995, wedding is
planned in Lakeland, Fla.

Karrie Romberger
Michael Latham

Rachel Ondra
Jason Peters

Jill Omark
Wayne Stiles

Rita Morgan
Glenn Fleming
Mr. and Mrs. Raimondi, of
Bristol, R.I., and Millinocket,
Maine, announce the. engagement of their daughter Nicole
Lynn Raimondi to David Scott
Shanton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Shanton of Purcellville, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of North Kingstown High School
in North Kingstown, R.I. She
will complete a B.S. degree in
physical education and health at
LU in May 1997.
Shanton is a graduate of
Loudoun Valley High School in
Purcellville, Va. He is a math
major at LU, graduating in May
1995.
A May 13, 1995, wedding is
planned in North Kingtown, R.I.

Mr. and Mrs. David Rhodes
of
Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Susan M. Rhodes
to Mark C. Naylor, son of Mr.
and . Mrs. Charles Naylor of
Cherry Valley, Calif.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Jackson High School in
Jackson, Mo. She will complete
a B.S. degree in physical education at LU in May 1997.
Naylor is a graduate of
Arrowhead Christian Academy
in Redlands, Calif. He is a business major at LU, graduating in
May 1997.
An Aug. 4, 1995, wedding is
planned in Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Raines
of Bethlehem, Pa., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Tracy Kimberly Raines to David
R. Homa, Jr. son of Mr. and Mrs.
David R. Homa, Sr. of
Phillipsburg, N.J.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Upper Bucks Christian High
School in Sellersville, Pa.
Homa is a graduate of
Phillipsburg High School in
Phillipsburg, N.J. He is an elementary education major at LU,
graduating in December 1995.
A Jan. 27, 1995, wedding is
planned in Allentown, Pa.

Tracy Raines
David Homa, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Willett of
Lexington, Ky., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Amie Karen Willett to Mitchell
Steeves, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Steeves of Moncton,
New Brunswick, Canada.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of New Life Christian Academy
in Farmville, Va. She will complete a B.A. degree in elementary
education at LU in May 1996.
Steeves is a graduate of
Moncton Weslyan Academy in
Moncton, New Brunswick. He is
a psychology major at LU graduating, in December 1995.
An Aug. 18, 1995, wedding is
planned in Moncton, New
Brunswick, Canada.

Susan Rhodes
Mark Maylor
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Wilson
of Silver Springs, Fla., announce
the engagement of their daughter
Deborah Mae Wilson to Rex
Langley Dix, son of Mr. Rex Dix
of Hazelwood, Mo., and Mrs.
Judith Cowdrick of Maitland,
Fla.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Trinity Christian School in
Concord, N.H. She will complete a B.S. degree in nursing at
LU in May 1998.
Dix is a graduate of
Orangewood Christian High
School in Maitland, Fla. He is a
physcial education major at LU,
graduating in May 1998.
A July 1, 1995, wedding is
planned in Hingham, Mass.

Amie Willett
Mitchell Steeves

Casia jUarta Restaurant
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* free dessert for
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Deborah Wilson
Rex Dix
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Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Mitchum of Chesapeake, Va.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter Tamara Fae
Mitchum to Nathan Ted Bennett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond O.
Bennett of Lenoir City, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of
Greenbrier
Christian
Academy in Chesapeake, Va.
She will complete a B.S. degree
in child psychology at LU in
December 1995.
Bennett is a graduate of
Lenoir City High School in
Lenoir City, Tenn. He is a biblical studies major with a Greek
minor at LU, graduating in
December 1995.
A June 10, 1995, wedding is
planned in Chesapeake, Va.

BRIDES
I Call for your complimentary makeovef | r t | color
111 analysis today
Schedule appointment for the wedding ||§rty
Be the very best you can be on your special |ay..
and for a lifetime...
(15% DISCOUNT WITH AD)
Call Donna Parker, Certified Image Consultant

'Bring in this ad
for discount.
Across from OQmart
237-3635

239-7144

'nofajitas or steaks spirit 3/7/95
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Comfort
Inn

We IP Guests
Rt. 29 at Odd Fellows Rd.
Exit 7
Lynchburg, VA 24501

n

804-847-9041

Let the Comfort Inn take care of your guests -

cptcture fJMs...
Quality Wedding Photography
& Elegant Bridal Portraits
at affordable Prices.
*Also M 9s6 glamourous makeovers
for th
that special day
Prices include album

Eb

Picture This... Studio • Outlets & More Mall • 237-6781 or 948-8987

-Newly renovated guest rooms
-Wedding package includes:
-Special wedding rates
-Complimentary deluxe continental breakfast for all overnight guests
-Complimentary hospitality room
-Reservation cards to include in your wedding announcements
-VIP floor with king size beds, in-room coffee makers, two telephones
per room, spacious working desk with telephone computer hook up.
-Large private, outdoor pool
-Banquet and reception facilities for 135 people
-Non-smoking and smoking rooms available
-Complimentary USA Today newspaper

J
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Food Dude
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food + jazz music =
A perfect date
\jil ell the weather lias sure been unpre• ¥ dictable of late, but it hasn't kept the
Food Dude from boldly going out to new
restaurants in strange regions of
Lynchburg seeking out new dinners and
entrees.
This week I stumbled upon a new
restaurant and was I impressed. The Jazz
Street Grill off of Old Forest Road definitely ranks as one of my favorites, even
though I've only tried two of their entrees.
Its Cajun-style food will make you go
"hooowee!"
The atmosphere is superb. GenUemen,
if you're looking to tally up some brownie
points with the ladies, then this is the
place. Hopefully, the young lady of your
choice will have never eaten there before.
You'll walk into a dimly lit room with a
sort of lattice-like entrance. Park benches
on each side align this little homecoming
court-type entrance. This is a good thing
because you'll probably have at least an
hour wait. Now your first reaction may be
similar to mine on these occasions: "An
hour?! Let's go somewhere else."
Stick the wait out because it is well
worth it. As you're seated, you'll notice
that you can see everybody else in the
restaurant, because it's all in one mediumsized room. There are no separate banquet
rooms that leaves you wondering what's
going on behind that big, wooden, accordian-type curtain. You know what I'm
talking about. The kind that used to separate your Sunday school classrooms as a
youngster? No such morbid reminder can
be found at the Jazz Street Grill.
I highly recommend going on the weekends because that's when they feature the
live jazz bands. I was told that there are
three different jazz groups that rotate performances on the weekends. This weekend featured a five man band led by Max

Bites
Restaurant: Jazz
Street Grill
Located: Off of
Old Forest Road.
Type of Food:
Cajun style
Best Dish:
Blackened swordfish
Entrees: $5 to $15
range
Entertainment:
photo by Todd Hir,hm.n L i v e J a z z B a n d

Abrams on saxophone. Now, I'm not
claiming to be a jazz connoisseur, but I can
make the distinction between good and bad
music. This band possessed a very upbeat
style that showcased individual talent as
well as the groups'. I guarantee you'll feel
like you're on vacation far, far away from
Lynchburg. (Not that there's anything
wrong with Lynchburg, my local friends.)
You will probably have to raise your voice
a little to have conversation because the
music gets a little loud. Zippity doo wow
pow!
OK, so the atmosphere will make my
date melt in my arms, what about the food?
I'm getting to that. My first recommendation is to consult your server. The management seems to have done an excellent job
making sure the servers know the menu.
The friendly staff had an opinion on every
dish I asked about —which some restaurants do poorly, in my opinion.
The menu featured sandwiches in the
five dollar range and entrees ranging from
nine to 15 dollars. Some of the menu items
are spicy hot, so make sure that if you're a
weenie when it comes to hot stuff, consult

W h a t I a m reading...

your server.
You don't have to wait long after you
order for your food to arrive. You get rolls
and a salad with the entrees. Be on the
lookout for that embarrassing moment
because the lettuce is cut large. Just as
you're jamming that half a head into your
mouth your date will most certainly look at
you and ask how it is. Push the stray leaves
into your mouth, wipe the ranch dressing
from your eyebrow and grin.
I had the blackened swordfish which
went for $14.95 and it was delicious. Not
normally a big fish fan? It has no fishy taste
to it. Be careful if you're on your first date
because it may blacken your teeth like a bag
of Oreoes.
My partner in crime, Rebekah, had the
garlic shrimp and pasta (no kissing tonight).
It seemed more like something you would
get at Olive Garden, only much better. At
this point we were both stuffed but decided
to share a dessert. We inhaled the Irish
Cream Mousse that was rich but light and
did not require me to drop a notch on the
old belt.
—Todd Hirshman

SENIOR, PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

"I've got friends waiting in line to read this
book!" Chris Stockwell said.
The book she's talking about is "The
Twilight" of Courage by Bodie and Brock
Thoene. It is a historical romance with a
Christian theme. According to Chris, the reader will experience every type of emotion during the course of this novel. The setting of the
story is Europe during World War II. "The
Twilight of Courage" contains history, suspense, romance and mystery.
"I really did enjoy this book, and anyone
who enjoys history would also," she said.
Chris works in the Center for Youth
Ministries Office and plans to graduate in May.
Reading is her favorite leisure activity.
— By Melissa Hoffman

Where can you go to hear music from
Aretha Franklin, Gloria Estefan, the
Andrew Sisters and the old hymn "Great is
Thy Faithfulness"? Answer: The Point of
Grace concert Friday Feb. 17, at the Multipurpose Center.
Point of Grace, consisting of Heather
Floyd, Denise Jones, Terry Lang, and
Chelley Phillips originated at Ouachita
Baptist University. The group has worked
hard for four years and toured 20 days out
of every month. "Behind every reward is
hard work," Terry emphasized.
They have only been with the Word
record label for one year.
Terry feels that the group's success is also
due, in large part, to God's blessings,
because, she explained, "We're just four
dumb girls with tracks."
Some career highs for the group include

And the questions...
ACROSS

30. Train for a boxing match
31.
and the Belmonts
32. Processions
35. Diet supplement (abbr.)
38. Scottish historian and philosopher
39. College in Greenville, Pa.
40. The Venerable
.
41. "...not with
but with a
whimper."
43. Return on investment (abbr.)
44. Pondered
45 Belonging to Mr. Starr
47. Part of the classifieds (2 words)
48. Possible place to study abroad (2
words)
52. Small school in Canton, Ohio (2

1, Where one might study Andy
Warhol's works (3 words)
12. Enrollment into college
14. "Calculus Made Simple," e.g. (2
words)
16. Evaluate
17. Extremely small
18. Follows a recipe direction
19. Belonging to Mr. Pacino
22. Of land measure
23. Meets a poker bet
24.
Gay (WWII plane)
26. Capri, e.g.
27. Belonging to Mayor Koch
28. Irritate or embitter
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53. Orson Welles film classic (2 words)

DOWN
I. Those who are duped
2 "Do unto
..."
3. Fourth estate
4. Goals
5. Well-known record label
6. Well-known king
7. 151 to Caesar
8. Prefix meaning milk
9. Confused (2 words)
10
husky
II. Most immediate
12. Like a sailboat
13. Cash register key (2 words)
14 En
(as a whole)
15 Auto racing soon of Richard Petty
19. Political disorder
20
cit. (footnote abbreviation)
21 Traveled on a Flexible Flyer
?4. Glorify
25. Prospero's servant in "The Tempest"
28. Well-known government agency
29. American league team (abbr.)
30. Fictional hypnotist
32. Style exemplified by Picasso
33. "She's
..." (from "Flashdance")
34 Be unwell
35. Visible trace
36. Think
37. Woman's undergarment
38. Commit
kiri
40
burnier
42. "...for if I
away..."
44. Actress Gibbs
46. African antelope
47. Well-known TV bandleader
49 Pinceeyeglass type)
50. 1968 film, "
Station Zebra"
51. 1965 film, "
Ryan's Express"
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TOP
Top 10 reasons why the flags in Marriott
were changed.

10. Rebel flags would have b&en a bit too
drastic.
9. Students deserve a little erfta ptffn
after the grueling task of havir to serve
themselves.
8. A reminder to students that there are
things worse than the food tOj
about.
7. Students kept losing their |
the crowd because they couli
guish the "puce" flag from thl
ta" flag.
6. Missions majors needed visi$||s to
remember what people in T
countries worship.
5. To celebrate Flag History
4. Old flags were used to ere
Marriott uniforms.
3. Elementary Education maj bad to
display their final projects s<
lietr^m:
where students wouldn't v
2. All the old ones were being eld in the
bookstore safe, and the new ones were
dirt cheap.
1."Slick" is outta control.

Point of Grace visits Liberty
By MAINA MWAURA
AND STARLET SHOUP

CHRIS STOCKWELL

%

the Dove Awards and the Young Messiah
tour. The group received the Dove Award
for Best New Artist of 1994. "That feeling
was very overwhelming," Shelly said.
The goal for the evening was set when
Chelley explained their purpose for performing that night — to lead in worshipping and lifting up the name of Jesus.
They performed "Dying to Reach You", a
number off their brand new album. Though
it was the first time they performed the
song live, they did it flawlessly, as though
they had performed it many times. This
was followed by "I Have No Doubts" and
the hymn, "Great is Thy Faithfulness."
The latter was performed acapella and
beautifully demonstrated their ability to
harmonize.
It was followed with a
reminder that even after all these years, the
lyrics are still true — God is faithful. Then,
they expounded on the song with their own
personal testimonies.
To bring a lighter, more creative twist to

D o r m 24

the evening, they performed a medley of
songs, changing the words but still using
the lyrical basis to that favorite vacation
Bible school tune — "Zaccheus Was a Wee
Little Man." They used this simple story
to illustrate that no matter how "stuck in a
tree" we get, Jesus will still be there.
A challenge to stay sexually pure and a
reminder of the promise of God's forgiveness was also given. This was followed by
the song, "Jesus will Still Be There." In
addition, "One More Broken Heart" was
sung, and a challenge to reach people with
God's love followed. The group also used
this time to promote Mercy Ministries, an
organization they support which houses
un-wed, pregnant girls who need to hear
the hope they have in Jesus Christ.
They ended the concert with "God
Loves People More Than Anything," inviting the audience to join along in the chorus.
And so concluded Point of Grace's first
stop on a new tour.

By
Dana Burman

Tuesday, February 21, 1995
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'Rights'
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freedom
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Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty. II Corinthians 3:17

Intramural staff
deserves student praise
Jeff. Smyth and Dean of Student Life Mike Stewart deserve some
praise for their efforts with the intramural program this year.
When the school year began, Smyth and Stewart found themselves
in an unenviable position. They found the intramural program in their
laps: their keepsake from the summer's consolidation.
"We had nothing to start with. We had no experience (with leading
imramurals) and no staff," Smyth admitted. No staff, no experience and
a lack' of equipment would be formidable obstacles to anyone.
But from this rather spartan beginning, Smyth, the official
Coordinator of Student Activities and fotramurai Sports, rebuilt the program. Be had to call Sam Skelton — the former head of intramurais —
for advice on how to setup the various leagues.
And although the programs were seven weeks late starting up.
Smyth (and the small staff he had pthered by then) managed to put
together a modest program.
"This year, we were just trying to maintain intramurais," Smyth
said. Considering the starting point, he and his 2«aJT accomplished their
goal pretty wail; About 1,200 students were involved in in^amurals last
"semester.
What is equally praiseworthy is the intramural office's eye toward
next year, Smyth said he expects to incorporate 2.000 students and add
sports like 3~on* 3 basketball, flag football and possibly floor hockey
and outdoor soccer.
In addition, plans are in the works for A 3 and C leagues in various
sports to make them more competitive, as well as developing new tournament structures.
Students who are frustrated that their sport is not being offered
should realize the difficulties of getting the sports that are offered off
the ground at all. The best thing these students can do is let the intramural office know what sports they would like play, then understand
that the intramural staff is doing the best it can with what it has.

Students can help
replenish family's needs
Right now, the collective body of Liberty has the chance to come to
the aid of one of its members. As Dr. Falwell mentioned, in Wednesday's
convocation, nursing student Myra Jenkins Easter lost her home and her
belongings to a ftre Thursday, Feb. 10.
Fortunately, Easter's husband and three children, ages 4,9, and 12>
are unharmed and have a temporary place to live.
The generosity of the Good Sam aritan Center and the Liberty
Nursing Department has already provided Easter and her family with
enough clothing. But Dr. Linda Miller said that there still is a need for
items like cleaning supplies, small appliances and soap that the faculty,
staff and student body can provide. Donations of money would also bei
appreciated, Miller said.
These gifts can be brought to the nursing department in the Applied
Sciences building. If anyone has the ability to give one or more of the
above-mentioned items, the Cbampfoa urges you to do so.

Read my lips a

» K m

'There never was found in any age of* the world, either philosopher
or sect or law, of discipline which did so highly exalt the public good
as the Christian faith."
Francis Bacon (1561 -1626)
.1
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onservatives and liberals alike have Free Society", pointed out that "the only
taken to lambasting the media for not effective protection against such dangers is
being subjective enough to their liking. to make government accountable to the
Complaints are resounding from every cor- people. And the best device yet found for
ner these days. It almost sounds as though that is an independent press system, reportsome people are ready to do away with the ing fully on all three branches."
In fact, the suppression or regulation of
news entirely.
Admittedly, some members of the media the press is a hallmark of an authoritarian,
in various ways have abused their positions totalitarian system. Under communist govas the eyes and ears of the public. Despite ernments, the media were only allowed to
air what was beneficial to the
these problems, though, no memregime in power at the time.
ber of society would want to do
Flagrant abuses went unreportwithout a free press.
ed, and the governments had
First, the need for people to
relatively free rein with what
know if they are being governed
they did to their people.
properly is a cardinal priority of
Authoritarian governments
the media.
are sure to keep a tight clamp on
Democracy and its republican
what is or isn't allowed to be
counterparts consist of several
1 T lA
r t IK
V Ik
layers of checks and balances in M
^
printed. Friedrich noted, "The
nearly complete monopoly of
power. However, these checks HASKEW
•
•
^
^
mass communication is generaldon't necessarily mean the power
is being rightly used; they just mean power ly agreed to be one of the most striking
is divided. The members of the different characteristics of dictatorship."
Likewise, it is no coincidence that revobranches still must be accountable, both for
policy and ethical reasons, to their elec- lutionaries or warring factions make TV
torates. And the best way to monitor gov- and radio stations and the newspapers some
ernment officials' actions and policies is by of theirfirsttargets to control. What people
know might harm their agenda.
way of the media.
Of course, the media are made up of
Carl Friedrich, in his book "Totalitarian
Dictatorship and Authoritarianism", wrote, humans capable of making errors and push"Without the possibility of communicating ing agendas, too. Moreover, the unsupporta great deal of information that is beyond ed media are subject to the whims and fanthe reach of the immediate community, cies of the marketplace. However, the risks
even the casual participation in policy of a free media are a small price to pay
determination which the citizen of the mod- for protection against an all-powerful
ern state is called upon to perform would be government.
impossible."
Were a government made up of perfect
Besides being a method for the public to beings, the media would be less of a necesfind out the policy decisions of government, sity. Unfortunately, it is a fact of human
the media keep watch on any illegal maneu- nature that when no one is watching tempverings as well. Obviously, government tations increase. Without the media, society
officials can be prone to graft, crime, or the would have no third party to do the watchtemptation to cover up mistakes. Verne ing. And without that third party, society
Edwards, the author of "Journalism in a would be in far worse shape than it is now.

True confidence and security only
come from following biblical guidelines
I

nsecurity.
If you have never thought about it, you
probably won't understand when I say it is
the single greatest challenge to youth today.
You probably won't agree when I say that
insecurity affects us all down to our very
souls, and that nearly every emotional and
Liberty Champion Policies spiritual problem young adults face today
The Liberty Champion encourages stems from insecurity.
members of the community to submit letIf you have studied the probters to the editor on any subject.
lem, you would have to admit all
Letters should not exceed 400 words and this is true, and sadly enough,
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing simple in solution. Since this is
in me Liberty Forum do not necessarily rep- so, my question is: why are we
resent the views of the Champion's editor- sitting back and letting insecurity
ial board or Liberty University.
cripple our social and spiritual
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear lives here at Liberty?
the endorsement of the author, solely.
Insecurity is real enough to
All material submitted becomes the prop- affect you every moment of your TOM
erty of Uie Liberty Champion. The day. You pass people in the hall INKEL
Champion reserves the right to accept, and they avoid your eyes. Or, ^ ^ ^ ™
reject, or edit any letter received, according they act like there is something terribly
to the Champion stylebook and taste. The interesting over your shoulder. You may
deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
do the same. Why? There is no physical
Please address all letters to "Editor, the danger and precious little emotional risk. In
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 fact, there is far more risk of being thought
or mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty a snob.
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
When we dress in the morning, we wear
24506-8001.
the clothes that will bring approval from
Member of Associated
Collegiate Press since 1989
1991-92, All-American
1992-93, First Class

Box 20000 Liberty University
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
(804) 582-2124

a

Benefits of free press
outweigh media bias
C

a

here is no question that America was
founded upon tbe idea of freedom for
all. It is clearly stated in the Declaration
of Independence that one of the primary
reasons our founding fathers established
the U.S. government was to protect our
inalienable rights.
But, somewhere along the line, the
term "inalienablerights"undertook a liberalized meaning. No
longer did it only
mean our Godgiven rights. The
term was loosened
to accommodate
other
meanings
such as civil rights,
criminal
rights,
children's rights, SHANNON D.
HARRINGTON
and so on.
And, eventually,
the use of the term was stretched too far.
Today, America is a haven for individual
"rights." The term is used so loosely, that
almost anyone or anything can apply.
If you aren't convinced, look at the civil
courts today. We have children suing parents, criminals suing victims and prisoners
frivolously suing prison guards. Even
more disturbing is that many of these
defendants are winning their cases.
Take, for example, the woman who
threatened to sue McDonald's because
they made their coffee too hot. She spilled
the coffee on herself, and claimed that the
fast food chain should have warned her
that hot coffee may burn her skin.
Nonetheless, McDonald's is now putting
warning labels on all of their coffee cups.
This is a perfect example of how individual rights have been interpreted too
loosely. What is happening today, is there
are so many people claiming their individualrightsthat everyone is conflicting.
Parents want the right to raise their children according to personal convictions.
However, children are now claiming (more
accurately, the government is claiming for
thejji) thefightto have input into how they
are raised.
Every time a "right" is granted, another
individual's "right" is taken away. It's simple physics. For every action, there is an
equal reaction. But, for some reason, the
leaders of this country must have missed
class the day that theory was taught
because they are handing out these "rights"
like life preservers on the Titanic.
If this trend continues, we could see a
day when individuals must think twice
before any action, fearing that they might
trample therightsof another.
To some extent, we are already seeing
this. No longer can an individual light up a
cigarette in many public areas. No longer
can parents discipline their children in
public without possibly being reported to
Social Services.
Today, America is not one nation under
God. We are now a mass of individuals
under an unknown authority.
Individual rights no longer mean
inalienable, God-given rights. And, while
these rights are granted more and more,
actual freedom for American citizens
becomes less and less.

total strangers. Yet we treat these same people like they aren't worth a hello in the hall.
The crowd — mentor of our younger days
and still a haunting specter — dictates fashion and style to the masses, but is itself only
a collection of insecure fantasies about conformity derived from role models that terrify me to examine closely.
Friendships and relationships end bitterly
every day. We have all experienced this. Put this test to one of
those situations: did it or did it
not result from feelings of insecurity? If you are not sure, did
either of you feel like the other
didn't understand or respect the
other as they should have?
Feelings such as frustration, irritation and tiredness easily translate into hurt and insult. How?
Insecurity. Insecurity changes
our priorities. We become more concerned
about what man thinks than what God sees.
Insecurity causes an almost schizophrenic
paranoia about what others are saying or
thinking about us, good or bad. As our
locus shifts from God to man, worries crop
up in our lives that have nothing to do with
(he afterlife.

So far I haven't said anything really new or
original. In these "open" '90s, it is encouraged to dissect people and emotions. At some
point, we have become a nation of humanistic
psychologists. But solutions are rare this way.
So, we must look for a higher answer. It goes
like this: J.O.Y.
Jesus. Others. You. Security and confidence
come from following these guidelines. Ask
yourself if your action is being done with God
or man in mind. If you are more interested in
man (or woman) then stop. Don't do it the
next time.
Now question the result of the action. Who
does it benefit more, you or your neighbor? If
it seems like it helps no one in the long run,
maybe you should not waste your time.
Finally, does your action add to or subtract
from your own spiritual and emotional development? If it works or fails, will you still benefit from it?
If you have to check your hair 10 times an
hour (my own habit; 1 can tell you where
every reflective surface is within four miles),
if you can't talk to strangers, if you don't want
to gel involved in activities, maybe you aren't
sure of the motives behind your actions.
Apply J.O.Y. to your life today. It has a
money-back guarantee.
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COMMENTARY
Animal rights activists
misunderstand God's plan
By SARAH PARSHALL
Champion Reporter

L

et it be undisputed — this
author loves all members of
the kingdom zoophora. In her
short life, she has possessed
dogs, cats, frogs, salamanders,
chameleons, hamsters and a snake.
However, she loves to wear fur and
eat meat. She also rests assured in
the knowledge that a disease has
found its cure in a rat.
In this politically absolutist society, children are weaned on the
images of shredded foxes, brutalized seals and tortured chimpanzees. The reality? Our society
operates, in part, on the services of
animals. While the methods used
to gather these creatures may be
occasionally less than humane,
from the beginning of time, man
has fashioned an existance with the
amenities of fur, oil and meat.
There are two issues that must
be addressed in the discussion of
animal rights: the right of man

(established through tradition) and
the importance of the issue.
First, the right as humans: the
only cognitive, intelligent, soulful
creatures on this blue planet. The
Genesis account claims that man
was created in the image of God,
the last among all creation, whose
responsibilities included giving a
name to all animals. Man's existence began with the breath of God
in his nostrils; woman's, with the
rib of man in her side. Man is the
only "dominion haver" in creation,
with his power extending to lower
life forms.
One can assume Adam and Eve
fashioned for themselves animal
skin garments. Old Testament animal sacrifice was even a divine dictate. Clearly, animals serve a purpose for mankind.
But in the clarification of animal
use, their purpose should not be
excessive or senseless. If man
views the world as his trough, the
tendency will be to eat from one
end to the other, without regard for

his surroundings. While man has a
right, (established by holy purpose
and long-standing tradition) to exert
superiority over the animal kingdom, there must be a limit to his
influence.
For example, the protection of
endangered species, a ceiling on
sport hunting, and the humane end
to animals used for food, product or
fashion are reasonable. In the manner of moderation advocated by
Christ, it should be only what we
need that we make use of, not all
that we can eat, wear or carry.
The second element of the animal
rights debate concerns the issue's
very importance.
The animosity and white-knuckle
determination of leftist splinter
groups like People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals (PETA) and
Greenpeace, both of which advocate complete abstention from animal use, are amazing. Their clever
tactics include assaulting fur-wearing citizens with buckets of red
paint and raiding laboratories in an

effort to free captive research animals. Likewise, Fashion against
Fur, a trendy (and most likely, temporary) effort by united clothing
designers and supermodels, is notorious for its shock-based advertising campaigns.
Yet America is swimming in a sea
of failed welfare, rampant illiteracy,

botched foreign relations and most
importantly, skyrocketing death
tolls from abortion.
This nation must ask itself where
animal rights falls on the social
spectrum of political relevance or
social importance. The mink, the
cow and the monkey fall in a distant
last place.

This is not to say there isn't a
place for cotton over leather, broccoli over steak, or product chance
over animal testing. But as of now,
with all our information superhighways and CD-ROMs, there is
no substitute for that which God
created to feed, protect, and
clothe: the animal.

Analytical thought is crucial
to meaningful, productive life
assumed that the Creator of the cosmos would allow His Son to be
Champion Reporter
murdered before He completed the
• • r | 1 he unexamined life is not work of salvation? Unquestionably
worth living." This not! Why then do inane statements
Socratic quote enunciated a famous like this permeate the Church?
truism. More simply stated, it
Because, as a rule, members of
would read: Life without the pur- the church shy from analytical
suit of wisdom is meaningless.
thought as if it was sin.
Many people today do not think,
When Paul wrote to the
hence many people today lead Colossians, warning them of vain
meaningless lives. For example, and deceptive philosophy, he was
how many, instead of reading the not asserting that one should abannewspaper, watch the more simpli- don analytical thought. Conversely,
matic TV news? Most of the opin- it implies that vain philosophy
ions formed today are not the result needs to be studied so that one
of careful and thoughtful study, but might be able to discern what is
of whatever the television says.
good and what is bad.
This attitude of anti-intellectualThe ability to think is a blessing.
ism is sadly not confined just to the It is unfortunate that many times
secular culture. It has invaded the this gift is ignored. These Godchurch as well. Christians seem to given incredible minds have
take the directive "have faith as a become nothing more than soft
child" too far.
lumps of clay, instead of the vital
A perfect example is the bumper organs they were meant to be.
sticker "Where would we be now if
God does not want ignorant serJesus had been aborted?" Is it to be vants. Humans were not given the
By ROSS ALLOWAY

ability to think so that they might
react to life with banality and indifference. They were given the ability to think so that they might ponder the One who gave it
What was the last great novel
that you read on your own ? When
was the last time that you actually
researched an important theological point instead of accepting what
someone said? Do you opt for
reading a superficial imitation of a
definitive work by Calvin, Wesley,
or Luther instead of reading the
work itself?
Analytical thinking is an
unavoidable neccessity if people
are to lead meaningful and productive lives. Just because a respected
individual says something does not
make it so.
It is time that Christians apply
the Scriptural instruction, "Study
to show yourself approved, rightly
dividing the word of truth, not
foolish and blindly accepting any
truth."

Liberty Forum
Gun control
fails as final
solution to
U.S. problems
EDITOR:
Mark Haskew's article on gun
control really missed the point of
the issue. What he fails to realize
is that this incident would have
occurred if the pro-gun control
activists had their way or the antigun control activists had their
way. This incident involving a
man with a pistol and another with

Ignorant
speaking is
worst PR
EDITOR:
In the Feb. 7,1995, issue of the
Champion, Mr. Tom Inkel wrote
an opinion article on outspoken
Christians maintaining public
relations. Although I believe that
he meant well, and he drew a few
reasonable conclusions, he ought
to do a little research before he
gives advice.
In the course of his treatise, he
advised Students Active Against
Abortion to "beware." Yet, I am
not sure that his impression of
SAAA is in line with reality. He
constructed his story by adding

a shotgun is irrelevant to the issue.
Gun control activists are not asking that all guns be banned.
Assuming they had all the legislation passed that they are lobbying
for, both parties in the shooting
could still have their respective
guns legally. This shooting
involved a shotgun and a pistol, the
two most primitive of guns. So in
all probability, even strict gun control laws could not have prevented
this shooting. Mr. Haskew's conclusion says, "Hopefully, this example
will lead both sides to a more contemplative and less strident
debate." How can this example
have any effecfon the debate when
it is completely irrelevant?

Anyone who has read the Second
Amendment or taken a Professor
Claussen government class should
know that the purpose of keeping
guns legal is for the Militia, "being
necessary to the security of a free
state." How can a state protect its
freedom from the national government if the state's Militia has only
very limited weapons but the feds
have unlimited?
Also, if guns are controlled then
we as law-abiding citizens are at a
substantial disadvantage to criminals. They are willing to break the
law, so nothing will stop them from
obtaining ah illegal weapon. If one
or many were to come against a
group of law-abiding citizens, there

Paul Hill + Waco, Texas. He concluded that SAAA was somehow
related (as if Madman + Madman =
Peaceful protest group).
For the record, SAAA is a
nonviolent, student-initiated organization. It is true that some of their
members have been arrested. It is
just as true that when they are
arrested, they were peacefully
sitting, either singing psalms or
praying.
They did not resist arrest, but
they let their bodies go limp (surprisingly similar to the civil rights
activists of the 1960's, who are
praised for their efforts).
In Washington, D.C., on the 22nd
anniversary of Roe v. Wade,
N.O.W. protesters and other assorted witches (as in "cast a spell"
witches, not just mean people) were
assembled at the Supreme Court
building to "celebrate" the decision.

SAAA members assembled in a believe that the clause "separation
single file line in front of the court of church and state" is actually
house. They knelt and prayed for found in the U.S. Constitution, and
over an hour as the pro-choice they just know that they have seen
advocates chanted, "Racist, Sexist, the quote "God helps those who
Anti-Gay! Born-again bigots, go help themselves" in the Bible (they
away!" and other profane melodies. just aren't sure where it is).
Has your view of SAAA changed
Christians have, for too long,
any, Tom? Please do not take this acted (and spoken) in ignorance,
personally. You just happen to rep- turning the lost away and turning
resent a large number of well-inten- my stomach sour.
tioned people on this campus who,
Do not think of this article as a
for one reason or another, speak personal attack, but as an appeal to
ignorantly in God's name.
Tom (and all those not named Tom
1 would assert that that is a bigger who desire to pontificate in like
turn-off (as far as public relations manner).
go) to non-Christians than the scanBefore speaking in God's name,
dals of known charlatans who final- remember that in the Old Tesly get caught.
tament, if a prophet of God did not
For instance, the bias of religion speak the truth he was stoned. I
majors and the (former) Christian have written all of this not to offend
counseling majors against the dark you, but to exhort you, because you
art of psychology is disgusting.
are my brother.
DARIN L. GERDES
These are the same people who

f

is no way a regular revolver or shotgun could overcome the spray of
any semi-automatic weapon. So we
are not only in submission to the
more powerful federal government,
but also to the criminals who are
willing to break the law.
Because a criminal used an illegal weapon does not make the innocent victim's death null and void.
Gun control is not going to save our
nation. Only the gospel message
preached and accepted is going to
change things. We need to stop
focusing on the instruments people
use to satisfy their sinful nature and
concentrate on our efforts to change
the hearts of sinful men.
TREVOR ZINK

Church will always have
PR problems with world
EDITOR:
I am writing in regards to the article
written by Tom Inkel dated Feb. 7.
Upon reading your article, I became
very concerned about not only the
ignorant mindset of the author, but
unfortunately the mindset of many
other Christians.
Before I show fault with what
Tom is saying here, I will begin by
stating that I agree entirely that
what happened over break with the
killing and shootings in various
clinics is, without question, wrong.
Pro-life groups and churches, as
you mentioned, expressed sorrow
and regretted the attack, but then
you go on to say that the entire
Christian community had lost
another public relations battle.
I'll agree that it may have
"looked bad" on the church, but
let's make it clear that when the
church and pro-life groups do not
condone the doctor shootings there
is not much more one can do that
will prevent the media from painting "a bad picture."
You're right. There is added
security around abortion clinics
now. And guess what? Without
realizing it, the pro-deathers and the
police together end up closing the
clinic down, thus preventing aboritons on that day, all to avoid violence!
Up until recently, Mr. Salvi and

)

Paul Hill, who were not involved
in any pro-life group, have been
the only violence on the pro-life
side in 23 years of legalized
abortion.
Where are the reporters when
young women are killed by the
abortion murderer "by the mercy
of his act"? Nowhere. Yet that
kind of violence has been going
on since the beginning.
The church does not have a
problem with public relations.
The world has a PR problem with
the church.
When Christians run scared and
become "lukewarm" and "softspoken" maybe then the reporters
will be more fair. As for me, I will
be as harsh as truth, and as
uncompromising as justice.
The very reason that will keep
you "watching your guard" at
every angle will be the same reasons that keep you silent.
Our duty in this world is to be
the salt and light. Christians are to
promote values vigorously and
present our faith gently. As John
Quincy Adams once said, "Duty
is ours, but results are God's."
Do your part, don't criticize
others for their activism, and let
God take care of what the media
reports or what people think of us
"crazy, outspoken Christians."
ANGIE MILLER
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SPORTS
Bucs nip Liberty, 72-70

STEVE
STROUT

By RICH MACLONE

Burks and T.L. Latson each contributed 15
points for the Bucs.
Aluma was the only member of the
Flames to hit in double figures against
Charleston Southern. Aluma shot 11 of 13
from thefield,as he scored 27 points on the
night. He also grabbed seven rebounds and
had three blocked shots.
The game was a back-and-forth contest,
with neither team able to amass a lead
greater than seven points. The lead changed
hands 13 times on the evening and was tied
on eight different occasions.
Roland Hourruitiner hit a trey with 13:10
left in the game that gave Charleston

Champion Reporter

Trail BlazerRocket trade
to help Houston

Liberty split two-point contests this
week, losing on the road Saturday to
Charleston Southern, 72-70, and defeating
Winthrop, 70-68, Thursday at the Vines
Center. Peter Aluma was the high scorer in
both games.
The Flames have now lost seven of their
last eight games, as they dropped to 9-15
overall, 5-9 in conference play.
The win for Charleston Southern (14-9,
10-3) was their seventh straight. Brett
Larrick paced the Buccaneers, as he scored
17 points and dished out six assists. Eric

As play opens in the second half of the
NBA season, I thought it fitting to analyze the season to date and prognosticate
the future. February is a time when the
playoff contenders make those last ditch
efforts to get over the top via the trade,
and basement dwellers look to the future
and unload big salaries.
Case in point: Clyde Drexler took his
22 ppg to Houston, where Phi Slama
Jama will be reunited with the Rockets.
Hakeem Olajuwon and Drexler took the
University of Houston to the Final Four
on two occasions in the early '80s.
Portland wanted to unload Drexler's
contract, which would balloon from
SI.578 million this season to $9.75 million next year.
The Rockets' bid to repeat is weakened
by the loss of Otis Thorpe, dealt in the
Drexler swap, because Houston is the
second-worst rebounding club in the
league. However, Drexler is one of the
NBAs top rebounding guards and can
play small forward. Robert Horry is a
super athlete, who is a good enough
leaper to play power forward and is a lot
younger than Thorpe.
I think the swap puts Houston back in
the NBA Finals in June. The Rockets'
biggest weakness to date is inconsistent
backcourt scoring, and Drexler fits the
bill, especially with the uncertainty of
Vernon Maxwell's contributions.
Phoenix is a popular pick, but the loss of
Danny Manning takes away size up
front. Joe Kleine and Danny Shayes cannot score points in the post, but more
importantly, they cannot defend a
Robinson, Ewing or Olajuwon.
Orlando may be the hottest team in the
East, but the Magic has never has won a
playoff game. The playoffs are a halfcourt, defensive-oriented style of play
that better suits the New York Knicks.
Charles Oakley's return will bolster the
Knicks' toughness, and the addition of
Hubert Davisfindingthe range on threepointers makes New York the team to
beat. They out-rebounded Phoenix by 30
boards a few weeks back, and New York
stifles the open court abilities of many
great regular-season teams.
Charlotte is the one team that can present match-up problems for the Knicks
because of its size in the post. The ability to bring Robert Parrish in the game
and slide Alonzo Mourning to power forward and Larry Johnson to the small forward cancels out the Knicks' physical
play. If Del Curry, Tyrone Bogues and
Hersey Hawkins knock down open shots,
the Hornets could go to the finals.
Most Valuable Player. Shaq has a long
way to go to reach the superstar status of
Bird, Magic or Jordan. He must learn to
hit free throws, develop a money shot
when pushed away from the hoop and
forget about making rap albums and
practice on winning a title. However,
Shaquille O'Neal is still the player who
means the most to his team, and the
Magic does sport basketball's top record.
O'Neal's numbers (29.7 points per game
and 10.8 rebounds per game) rank him as
MVP hardware, but Shaq would be well
advised to know that when he retires,
only the number of rings will last.
Rookie of the Year. Grant Hill is the
new, media-anointed poster boy of the
league. Hill is a class act and a super
player, but Glenn Robinson is the better
of the two. Robinson is the best pure
scorer to hit the hardcourts since Jordan,
and "Big Dog" has remained injury free.
You can believe Hill and Robinson
will forever be linked together much like
Larry and Magic. Here's hoping their
battles can simply scratch the surface of
what Bird and Magic Johnson brought to
the sport.

Southern a 50-48 lead, which they would
not relinquish the rest of the way.
Liberty made a final run to overtake the
Bucs with just over four minutes to play in
the game.
An 8-2 run by the Flames that included
six points by Aluma and a Mark Reed layup
cut the Charleston lead to one point, but
Charleston scored seven of the next eight
points of the game to build a 70-63 lead
while holding off LU down the stretch.
LU's Larry Jackson came in behind
Aluma as the Flames' second highest scorer with nine points. He shot three of nine on
the night, making all his field goals from

behind the three-point arc.
Kevin Benton paced Liberty on the
boards, collecting 11 rebounds. Dixon had
six to go along with Aluma's seven. The
Bucs out-rebounded the Flames, 41-35,
holding a 15-10 edge on the offensive glass.
On Thursday night against the Winthrop
Eagles, it took two free throws by Dixon in
his last regular season home game as a
Flame to break LU's six-game losing
streak. Dixon scored 17 points on the night,
13 in the second half. "In the second half he
really stepped up to lead us," LU Head
See Bucs, Page 15

LU guard
eclipses
mentor
Thompson

feat caps
great LU
career

By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports Editor

By NJKKI ICEZNOR
Champion Reporter

A few missed foul shots at the beginning of the &ame against Winthrop
Saturday, Feb. 11, did not stisp iMy
Flames senior guard Ginny Holloway
from scoring her 1,000th career point.
Ginny ~- a native of Woodstock, Ga.
— hit die golden number oh heir eighth
free throw attempt of the night in the
LadyFlames* 70-52 win.
"i was reallynervous, but through
God's glory and the ability He gave me
to play basketball, I was able to make the
ponus,'' she said.
Going into the
game, Gmny only
needed 13 point&i
Only 244 points
stood between her
and the grand colle*
giate
basketball
plateau at the beginning of this year, as

-points
, TSf
J * 5 HoHoway•
last season.
Ginny's basketball achievements are
not the only highlights of her senior
year, though. Adding to the excitement
was her marriage to Brody HoHoway
last year.
"It's fun " she said of her marriage.
Ginny said she believes that being
married has teen gocKl fot her basketball
career at Liberty.
"My husband gives me a lot a support," she said; wAfter the Ashevdle
game (Feb. 9\ I was pretty down, but he
gave me a motivational speech to help
me out. He understands the game and
the mental aspect of it."
Ginny's incredible career started when
she enrolled at Liberty in 1991, filling
the role of point guard, left vacant after
the 1990-91 season. She played in 29
games, starting in 14, during the 199192 season, Ginny placed second on the
JMBJB assists with 84 that season.
"I was nervous myfreshmanyear and
I was kind of a wild player, but I got lots
of playing time and this helped out in my
experience for the next year," she said.
Ginny said she is glad she chose

Ginny HoHoway is making a lot of headlines lately and rightfully so.
HoHoway displaced former teammate and
Lady Flame great Cynthia Thompson for
fourth place on the all-time scoring list with
her 1,056th point on Saturday in LU's 61-47
win over Charleston Southern.
The senior Lady Flames guard became
only die fifth female player to enter the
exclusive 1,000-point club in LU's 70-52
win over Winthrop Feb. 11.
Fittingly, HoHoway surpassed Thompson
for mat portion of Lady Flames history the
same way she scored her 1,000th point — at
the free-throw line.
"I'm really surprised" HoHoway said
after me game. "I knew I had to score about
140 more points to hit the very top (of me
all-time scoring list), but I had so many free
throws, I don't know how I couldn't get up
there (to Thompson's mark)."
With only 2:23 left in
the second half and
Liberty leading, 53-44,
Charleston Southern's
Tracey DeLong fouled
HoHoway, sending the
LU guard to me charity
stripe for two tries.
V&t photo
HoHoway sunk both
shots,
not an uncomANOTHER ONE? «— hV star senior guard Ginny Hollo way eludes
mon
occurence,
taking Thompson
Charleston Southern players in Liberty^ <ji-47 win Saturday. HoHoway netThompson's
fourth
place honor on the first
ted her 1,000th point Feb. 11, becoming only the fifth Lady Flame to do so.
shot. HoHoway scored four more points in
the game, totalling 28 on the night and
Liberty — and not just for basketball, "I team have had to play without sopho*1,061 in her career.
have enjoyed playing at Liberty" she said. more center Dena Freeman the whole
The accomplishment, which HoHoway
"I'd rather not nave taken my career to any season, as well as Michelle Wyms and
knew
nothing about until told, may have
other place. In coming here I was able to Angie MacDaniel at; some points.
been
a
little more special since she played
find a good Christian husband."
As one of the captains of the team,
with
Thompson
for two years.
Believe it or not, Ginny didnot have high Ginny has shown real team leadership.
"Cynthia
was
a great player, and she had
hopes when she came to play for Liberty. The win against Winthrop, when she
a
great
work
ethic,"
HoHoway said. "I based
She was not too familiar with the program, entered the 1,000-pomt club, was a big
my
work
ethic
after
her,
so it's really a privbut Liberty has impacted the way she plays. win for the team, and Ginny remains posilege
to
be
in
a
category
with her."
'Tve learned that you need to play for itive about the outcome of the rest of the
Lady
Flames
Head
Coach
Rick Reeves,
yourself and for the team," she said. "This 1994-95 season,
who
also
had
to
be
told
of
the
feat, coached
There have been ups and downs durwas a gokleu opportunity for me to witness
both
players.
ing the season, but there have been more
while 1 played.*
"Those two kids are exactiy alike," he
ups
than downs," she said. "1 feel that we
The Lady Flames have had a rough year.
said.
"Bom those kids made themselves
Their record through Saturday was 7T4 will do well. We gained a Jot of confiplay.
On
a work ethic scale of one to 10,
overall, 5-? in the Big South dence even though we lost to
Cynthia
is
an 11 and Ginny is a 10. They
Conference.Tbey are currently ranked sixth Greensboro. We now realize that we can
both
give
maximum
effort."
in the conference. Ginny and the rest of the win it."

Lady Flames show
muscle in 61-47 win
Liberty women blow
past Charleston Southern
behind Holloway's 28

Did You Know
After the paltimore Orioles'
Cal Ripken Jt\'a current
streak of 2,009 consecutive
games, the streak closest to
Lou Gehrig's record (2,130)
was Everett icott's 1,307.
After Scott is Steve Garvey
with 1,207.

|iii'.i., by l i m u.i uhlmti

NOWHERE TO RUN — Lady Flames' guard Ginny HoHoway has to backtrack, as CSU's Cessy Sullivan (11) bears down on her on Saturday night.

<

I

"I had so many free throws, I don't know
how I couldn't get up there," HoHoway
said.
The Lady Buccaneers (6-15,4-8) handed
Liberty (7-14, 5-7) numerous scoring
opportunities at me charity suipe. The Lady
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Flames hit 24 out of 37 shots, as HoHoway
Sports Editor
nailed 12 of those.
The Lady Flames basketball team, paced
"We knew they were going to foul, so we
by senior guard Ginny HoHoway, stomped knew that we were going to go me freeBig South Conference foe Charleston dirow line," LU sophomore center Erma
Southern, 61-47, Saturday night in Hie Williams said. "So mat was me point — hit
Vines Center.
me shot and gel to the free-throw line also."
The Lady Flames lost earlier in die week
When the Lady Flames weren't convertto conference leader UNC Greensboro, 67- ing free-throw chances, they were limiting
57, in Greensboro, N.C.
the Lady Bucs to a 24-percent field goal
HoHoway, who broke the 1,000-point mark on the night.
plateau on Feb. 11 against Winthrop, scored
The Lady Flames' defense lightened and
28 points and became the Lady 1'lames' allowed Charleston Southern lo only make
fourth all-time leading scorer (1,061), pass- 16 shots out of 66 attempts from me field.
ing former player Cynthia Thompson, who
has 1,055 (see related story above).
Sec Lady Flames, Page 15
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'Juice' savors NBA t i m e
play alongside.
"The way David Robinson has
helped me is when he is out of the
game and sitting beside me," Julius
said. "He goes through the game
with me and explains some things
to me, because he just thinks I need
to understand the game more."
Along with playing alongside
one of the game's most respected
By JOSH HOWE
players in David Robinson, Julius
Champion Reporter
also plays with one of the game's
Two weekends ago marked the most "colorful" and unrespected
halfway point in the NBA, and that figures — forward Dennis Rodman.
meant break time for those who are
"I think people always get the
not taking part in Ail-Star weekend. wrong impression of Dennis
One of the latter is former LU bas- Rodman," Julius said. "He is a
ketball standout Julius Nwosu, who great guy. He is a real nice person
spent a few days in Lynchburg over and has a good heart. When he is on
the break.
the court he plays hard. He doesn't
Julius finds himself in the middle let anybody get anything easy in the
of his first NBA season with the paint. Off the court, Dennis is a
San Antonio Spurs.
great guy."
After spending a year overseas
The former LU Flame experiplaying professional basketball in enced playing with some of the
Europe, Julius is glad to be playing game's best, but also faced the chalin the NBA for San Antonio.
lenge of overcoming an early seaHe believes the team is making son leg injury, which he now says
real strides to help him improve on is fine.
his game.
"Before I went to camp it was a
"The organization is great; they problem," he said. "When I got
are for real," he said. 'They told me there they really took care of me.
the things I need to do and the Now I really feel great."
things I need to work on. They have
After playing with the Spurs for
gone out of their way helping me as almost four months, and despite the
best as they can."
few minutes of playing time Julius
Now that Julius has landed with gets, he said he still feels positive
the Spurs, he is among some of the about his future with the Spurs.
file photo
game's biggest spotlight players.
"I am looking forward to next
David Robinson, one of the year getting more playing time," he THE "JUICE" IS LOOSE — Julius Nwosu, a former Flame and
league's greatest big men, has been said. "I know can get a good spot now-San Antonio Spur, prepares for landing in a game against
East Tennessee State on Feb. 19,1991.
a great personality for Julius to on the team."

Former Flame
Julius Nwosu .
makes transition
to NBA

barely
escape LU,
72-70
Coach Jeff Meyer said.
Dixon hit two critical free throws
with six seconds left to play in the
contest. He was fouled by Chad
Steele while attempting a put-back
after coming down with an offensive rebound.
Both free throws were good, and
the Flames enjoyed a two-point
lead with six seconds left.
Winthrop had one last chance to
steal the game. The team got the
ball into the front court with three
seconds left and called time out to
set up a shot.
The Eagles got the ball to point
guard Mike Fayed, who threw up a
desperate trey that found the front
of the rim but not the bottom.
"We got the ball into the hands of
the person we wanted," Winthrop
Head Coach Dan Kenney said.
"Liberty forced us out about 10 feet
further from the basket than we
would have liked, and that's got to
be a credit to their defense."
Aluma led the Flames in points
with 23, scoring 13 in the second
half. The Dixon-Aluma connection
combined for 40 points and 14
rebounds on the night.
The tandem ran into foul trouble
in the second half, as each player
picked up his fourth foul early in

Runner places for Nationals
The biggest highlight of the indoor track weekend was sprinter Jacob I
Swinton's qualification for the NCAA National Indoor Track Meet.
Swinton made the tournament with his 6.2-second showing in the!
55-meter dash at the University of North Carolina on Friday. Also at|
|UNC, Mike Reed won first place in the 400 meters.
Some tracksters competed at Lynchburg College on Thursday. Mike;!;
iPrettyman qualified for the IC4A Indoor Track Meet with a pole vault |
| of 15 feet, nine inches.
James McKnight won first place in the long jump and the 55-meter |
run. Reed dominated the 400-meter run once again, placing first, while;;!
I teammate Dennis Johnson gained second place.
"It was a pretty low-key meet," runner Jason Krull said of the;;
Lynchburg College event.

Aluma, Holloway win awards
Flames basketball center Peter Aluma and Lady Flames senior guard
I Ginny Holloway were both named Honorable Mention Big South;
| Conference Players for the week ending Feb. 12.
Aluma continued to rip through conference offenses, as he scored 60
I points in three games against UNC Greensboro (Feb. 11), UNC:
| Asheville (Feb. 9) and Towson State (Feb. 6). The towering 6-10 cen-i;
I ter also brought down 21 rebounds, blocked nine shots and hit 14 of \
| 20 free throws.
Holloway, whose career point total stood at 1,061 after the Lady;;
| Flames' 61-47 win against Charleston Southern Saturday, also had a;:
I fine week. She scored 49 points during the week — 24 against
| Winthrop (Feb. 11), six against UNC Asheville (Feb. 9) and 19 against
Towson State (Feb. 6).

\ This week in Liberty sports...
I Men's Basketball
—Away vs. Radford on Saturday, Feb. 25, at 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball
—Away vs. Winthrop on Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 7 p.m.
—Home vs. Campbell on Monday, Feb. 27, at 7 p.m.

Indoor Track
—Away at Mobil Invite at George Mason on Saturday, Feb. 25.
IMM

*

Lady Flames rock C S U , lose to Lady Spartans

BUGS

Continued from Page 14

Sports Wrap-Up

Continued from Page 14

LU also held Chrissy Kelly (19
points, seven rebounds), Charleston
Southern's star junior guard and the
Big South's leading scorer, to 5-of16 shooting.
"I'm really pleased with the job
we did on her," LU Head Coach
Rick Reeves said.
"(Kelly) had the shoots,"
Holloway, who guarded Kelly most
of the night, said. "I just don't think
she was on tonight. But she's a
great player, and when we play her,
we have to pretty much base our
defense on her. I think our team
worked together good tonight to
hold her down."
Liberty, on the other hand, shot
32 percent on 18-of-56 shooting,
partially initiated by LU's dominance off the glass. The Lady
Flames out-rebounded the Lady
Bucs, 55-47.
"I thought our inside play was
photo by Matt Cuda
pretty
good tonight," Williams said.
GIVE HIM A HAND — LU's Jason Dixon (42) gets tied up by
"Their players are pretty strong. We
Winthrop's Chad Steele (32) in Liberty's 70-68 win Thursday.
took it to them well."
the period, but managed to make it while forcing Winthrop to change
The Lady Flames took it to CSU
through the rest of the game without shots on numerous other occasions. well enough that LU never trailed
being disqualified.
The Flames' Larry Jackson in the game. Charleston Southern
Aluma eased back on the defense played well for Liberty in the back- came close to taking the lead many
after picking up his fourth foul with court. He tallied 15 points and times but could never quite grasp it.
15:48 to play in the second half.
With 12:20 left in the second
grabbed four rebounds in 38 minhalf, the Lady Bucs brought the
"I put my hands in my pockets," utes of play.
Aluma said.
"(The game) was definitely a margin to three, threatening to
Despite picking up foul number confidence builder," Jackson said. reverse the game's flow on a
four, Aluma still managed to come "I was just hitting tonight, and I let Courtney Simmons layup.
From that point on, Holloway
away with six swats on the night, the game come to me."

^^^^^m^^^m^^^^mmm^m^

"I'm really pleased with
the job we did on
(Chrissy Kelly). She's
number one
in the conference
in scoring."
—Rick Reeves
Lady Flames Head Coach

took over and scored 14 points in
the last 8:38 of the game. The score
margin fluctuated for the next seven
minutes until the Lady Bucs started
fouling to stop the clock, as CSU
sent Holloway, sophomore center
Michelle Wyms and senior forward
Angie Johnson to the foul line
seven times in the last four minutes.
The first half's score margin
remained tight, as the Lady Flames'
largest lead reached seven when a
Holloway drove the lane and
scored, giving LU a 25-18 lead at
5:12. CSU knocked the lead down
to three at the halftime buzzer, 2724, as the team went on a 6-2, fiveminute run after Holloway's layup.
"I was pleased because this was a
big game for us," Reeves said.
On Tuesday, Feb. 14, UNC
Greensboro (13-8, 8-1) shook off

the Lady Flames for a 67-57 win in
Greensboro, N.C.
The Lady Spartans' consistency
in field goal shooting — 46 percent
in thefirsthalf and 51 percent in the
second — proved too much for
Liberty to overcome with their
overall 36 percent mark.
UNCG's "Moore" duo, Alisa and
Julie, combined to score over half
the team's points, as Ansa netted 21
and Julie tallied 14.
Holloway once again manned the
LU attack, as she hit 11 of 24 shots
for 22 points. Lady Flames sophomore guard Genie Stinnett and
Angie Johnson scored seven apiece.
Johnson also grabbed seven boards.
UNCG controlled most of the
game as they outscored LU in both
periods, going into the locker room
with a 33-25 lead.

We've Made It Easier For The Class Of '95 To Drive The Class Of '95.

THE ALL NEW TOYOTA TERCEL
Dual Air
Bags
More Power

More Safety
Features

Better Gas
Mileage

" \
LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an on going basis,
REWARDS UP TO $1000
Bchool bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University
All calls are confidential.

HELP MAKE OUB
CAMI'US SAFE.
582-7611 lv. message
582-7612 investigator

Side Door
Impact Beams

AND THE TOYOTA COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM.
There's no better way to enter the work force than behind the wheel of the all-new, always dependable Toyota Tercel.
And it's easy with Toyota's special college graduate program... you get Toyota's premier rate*, no down payment, no payments for 90 days",
and a year of free roadside assistance. Just see your participating Toyota dealer for all the details.

WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER FOR COLLEGE GRADS.
• COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM FINANCED THROUGH TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORPORATIONS 60 MONTH PREMIER RATE " TOIAL I INANCl D CANNU I I :M I I 11 MSRP PLUS OPTIONS, TAX
AND LICENSE FEES. FINANCING AVAILABLE WH H APPROVED CREDIT THROUGH TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORPORATION. DEFERRED FINANCE CHARGES ACCHUl I HUM I Ml ( O N I MAC I DATE.
SEE PARTICIPATING DEALER FOR DETAILS.
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J a c k s o n fills shoes
a t LU guard position
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

Nearly a year ago, six Liberty
seniors on the Flames basketball
team were just finishing up their
careers and, in the process, took LU
to the NCAA Tournament for the
first time.
Their departure left several "big
shoes" to be filled this season. One
of the players who has largely contributed to filling those shoes is
Larry Jackson, a freshman guard.
Larry is not one of the most
notable starters for the Flames, but
in his first collegiate season he has
quickly, yet quietly, been one of the
most effective.
Coming into the season, Larry
just wanted to play his best, not
worry about a starting role and let
his talent on the court take care of
itself. And indeed it did. Larry has
stepped in to fill a big vacancy at
the guard spot.
Without looking at the roster to
see he's a freshman, one might not
be able to tell because of the confidence Larry displays on the court.
Larry, a native of Carrollton,
Texas, was a prize find for the
Flames. In high school, he made a
name for himself by earning First
Team All-District and All-State
honors three times, as well as leading his team to the Texas Private
Schools Championship.
But Larry has found the college
level much more challenging. "In
high school, I could do whatever I

Larry Jackson
LU Basketball Guard
wanted," he said. "Now you have to
come out every night to play and
stay focused for the whole game."
Despite the big change in the
level of play, Larry seems to be
adjusting quite well.
He has averaged around nine
points all season long and has
proven to be the Flames' money
man from the free-throw line, leading the team in free-throw percentage this season.
In addition to good shooting,
Larry's quickness can give opposing defenders headaches, especially
trying to guard him off the dribble.
"I think I am most effective off
the dribble, pulling up and hitting
the quick (jump shot)," he said.
Not only does Larry play offense,

but more importantly, he has a big
job on defense.
"My role is to be the initiator on
defense," he said. That means stopping the pressure out in front and
allowing his teammates to set up
and defend.
Playing defense is never an easy
task, especially when you're in a
conference that features guards
such as KeKe Hicks (Coastal
Carolina), Eric Burks (Charleston
Southern) and Ralph Blalock
(Towson State).
Throughout his rookie campaign
in college basketball, Larry has
learned a lot in his short time as a
Flame. "I've gained more confidence with the team, as well as
unity," he said. "It's going to pay off
in one way or the other."
Flames fans will have something
special to look forward to each time
Larry steps on the court, knowing
he still has a few years ahead of him
on the Vines Center floor.
As a freshman, Larry has already
started to set goals for what he
wants the team to accomplish, as
well as for himself.
"I want to make it to the NCAA
tournament, make the Big South
All-Rookie Team and be Player of
the Year in the conference before I
am done," Larry said.
With the confident yet humble
approach that he has taken as a
Flame, it appears that Larry will
have many opportunities to shine
with Liberty's team in the seasons
to come.
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Big South Men's Basketball Standings
1. UNC Greensboro
2. Charleston Southern
3. Radford
4. UMBC
5. UNC Asheville
6. LIBERTY
7. Towson State
8. Winthrop
9. Coastal Carolina

CONFERENCE
W-L
11-1
9-3
8-5
7-5
6-6
5-9
4-8
3-9
3-10

67.50 oz.
Orville Redenbacher's
Ziploc
Selected Varieties
463 Sandwich

OVERALL
W-L

7

18-4
13-9
14-9
10-12
10-12
9-15
10-11
6-16

105oz.

Popcorn _

t

99

100 ct.

1

BuyOne 3.70-4.30oz
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Selected Varieties

For

Totinos one Pizza
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Get One

Big South Women's Basketball Standings
1. UNC Greensboro
2. Towson State
3. UMBC
4. Radford
5. Coastal Carolina
6. UNC Asheville
7. Charleston Southern
8. LIBERTY
9. Winthrop

CONFERENCE
W-L
8-1
10-2
7-4
7-4
5-7
4-7
4-7
5-7
1-11

OVERALL
W-L
13-8
11-10
11-9

9-12
9-12
7-14
6-14

RECORD: 8-15, 5-9
February 18
Charleston Southern-Liberty, State
BUCCANEERS 72, FLAMES 70
Charleston Southern
Liberty

33 30—72
32 38—70

Charleston Southern—Lairick 7-13 1-2 17, Burks 412 6-11 15, Hourrultiner 2-4 0-0 5, McPherson 0-1 0-0
0, Nelson 0-2 0 0 0, Gordon 3-7 0-0 6, Daniels 6-7 01 10, Latson 6-14 2-2 15, Kartchner 1-3 0 0 2, Roper
1-1 0-0 2. Totals 29-64 s-16 72.
Liberty—Aluma 11-13 5-7 27, Taylor 2-5 0-0 4,
Polhoven 2-4 1-2 7, Jackson 3-0 0-0 0, Luther 0-1 0-0
0, Sorensen 0-0 0-0 0, Benton 3-8 0-0 7, Dixon 2-8 48 8, Reed 3-7 1-2 8, Johnson 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 29-64
9-16 72.
Three-point goals—Charleston Southern 6-17
(Larrick 2), Liberty 7-10 (Jackson 3). ReboundsCharleston Southern 41 (Gordon 8), Liberty 35
(Benton 11). Assists—Charleston Southern 14 (Larrick
6), Liberty 18 (Dixon 5, Reed 6). TurnoversCharleston Southern 11 (Larrick 3, Latson 3), Liberty
16 (Dixon 6). Steals—Charleston Southern 8 (Burks
2), Liberty 5 (Pothoven 2, Jackson 2). Blocked
Shots—Charleston Southern 1 (Burks), Liberty 4
(Aluma 3). Attendance—1,106. OHIclals—Dave Davis,
Kevin Mack, David Waldrep.

LOW

PRICES

2-19

32 38—70
40 28—68

Winthrop—Coulter 7-13 0-0 10, Fayed 3-10 0-2 8,
Piglord 1-3 0-0 2, McMahan 4-10 0-0 11, Stemple 0-1
2-2 2, Butts 0-0 0-0 0, Temple 0-2 0-0 0, Steele 3-10
2-3 8, Laster 1-10-0 2, Branham 6-9 2-2 12, Lasslter
2-4 0-0 4. Totals 26-63 6-9 68.
Liberty—Aluma 0-15 6-6 23, Taylor 2-6 0-0 6,
Pothoven 0-2 0-0 0, Jackson 4-8 4-4 16, Luther 0-1 00 0, Sorensen 0-0 0-0 0, Benton 2-5 0-0 4, Hall 0-0 00 0, Dixon 7-10 3-6 17, Reed 2-8 1-2 6. Totals 26-54
13-18 70.
Three-point goals—Winthrop 10-21 (Coulter 5),
Liberty 5-17 (Jackson 3). Rebounds—Winthrop 30
(Steele 7), Liberty 38 (Aluma 7, Dixon 7). Assists—
Winthrop 14 (Fayed 7), Liberty 21 (Pothoven 6, Reed
6). Turnovers—Winthrop 15 (Fayed 4), Liberty 21
(Jackson 4). Steals—Winthrop 16 (McMahan 6),
Liberty 9 (Benton 3, Dixon 3). Blocked Shots—Liberty
8 (Aluma 6). Attendance—1,877. OHIclals—Duke
Edsell, Haywood Bostic, Wayne Samloid.

0-1 0-0 0, DeLong 0-4 1-2 1, Steadman 2-10 0-1 4,
Burton 0-0 0-1 0, Hebert 2-10 3-4 7, Kane 2-4 0-0 4,
Simmons 2-10 1-1 5. Totals 16-66 14-23 47.
Liberty—Eaddy 0-7 0-0 0, Willie 4-9 2-311, Popotl 00 0-0 0, RatclM 0-2 0-0 0, Holloway 8-15 12-17 28,
Williams 2-3 2-5 6, Stinnett 1-5 0-0 2, A. Johnson 1-3
2-3 4, M. Johnson 0-00-00, Hopkins 0-10-10, Wyms
1-7 4-6 6, K. Johnson 1-2 2-2 4, McDanlel 0-2 0-0 0.
Totals 18-56 24-37 61.
Three-point goals—Charleston Southern 1-10
(Kelly), Liberty 1-13 (Willie). Rebounds—Charleston
Southern 47 (Hebert 10), Liberty 55 (Willie 9).
Assists—Charleston Southern 4 (Sullivan, Kelly,
Powers, Steadman), Liberty 5 (Holloway 3).
Turnovers—Charleston Southern 11 (Kelly 3), Liberty
18 (Wyms 6). Steals—Charleston Southern 6 (Kelly 2,
Kane 2), Liberty 4 (Holloway 2). Officials—Andy Fitch,
Al Gray.
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February 14
UNC Greensboro-Liberty, Stat*
LADY SPARTANS 67, LADY FLAMES 57
UNCO
Liberty

W Basketba
RECORD: 7-14, 5-7
February 16
Charleston Southeni-Uberty, Stats
LADY FLAME8 61, LADY BUC8 47
27 3 4 - 6 1
24 23—47

Charleston Southern—Sullivan 1-6 11 3, Kelly 6-16
8-13 19, RkJglll 2-6 0-0 4, Blondal 0-0 0-0 0, Powers

Mamma Mary's

Pizza Crust

Pepsi Or Diet

Pepsi
2 Liter

mimnj

Liberty
Charleston Southern

VALUE

mmiBERTY

7-14

February 16
Wlnthrop-Uberty, Stats
FLAMES 70, EAGLES 68
Liberty
Winthrop

GREAT

33 34—67
2S 3 2 - 6 7

UNCQ—Ochs 1-4 3-4 6. Vtverette 0-7 1-2 1, Jones 12 0-0 2, Lewis 2-6 0-0 4, King 0-1 0-0 0, Drake 0-0 00 0, J. Moore 5-6 4-4 14, A. Moore 9-14 3-7 21, Cola
3-7 0-0 7, Walter 3-3 3-0 6, Bredlger 2-2 2-2 6. Totals
26-61 13-19 67.
Liberty- Eaddy 1-3 0-0 3, Willie 2-6 0-0 4, Holloway
11-24 0-1 22, Williams 2-6 0-1 4, Stinnett 3-13 0-0 7,
A. Johnson 3-10 1-2 7, M. Johnson 1-2 0-0 2, Hopkins
0-1 0-0 0, Wyms 2-6 0-0 4, K. Johnson 1-4 2-2 4.
Totals 26-73 3-6 67.
Three point goals—UNCG 2-6 (Ochs, Cola), Liberty
2-13 (Eaddy, Stinnett). Rebounds—UNCG 43 (A.
Moore 9), Liberty 36 (A. Johnson 7). Assists—UNCG
18 (Cola 6), Liberty 11 (Holloway 3). Turnovers—
UNCG 19 (J. Moore 4), Liberty 10 (Holloway 3).
Steals—UNCG 8 (Ochs 2, Jones 2, A. Moore 2),
Liberty 9 (Holloway 2, A. Johnson 2, Wyms 2).
Attendance—226. Officials—Tommy Salerno, Ralph
South.
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